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Subject to: (Select only if applicable) 

  Affordable Housing (Sec. 415) 

  Jobs Housing Linkage Program (Sec. 413) 

  Downtown Park Fee (Sec. 412) 

 

  First Source Hiring (Admin. Code) 

  Child Care Requirement (Sec. 414) 

  Other 

 
 

Planning Commission Motion No. 18640 
LOCAL COASTAL ZONE PERMIT 

 
Hearing Date: May 24, 2012 
Case No.: 2010.0016P 
Project Name: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park 
Zoning: P (Public) Zoning District 
 OS (Open Space) Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 1700/001 
Project Sponsor: San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department 
 c/o Dan Mauer 
 30 Van Ness Avenue, 5th floor 
 San Francisco, CA  94102 
Staff Contact: Glenn Cabreros – (415) 558-6169 
 glenn.cabreros@sfgov.org 

 
 
ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE APPROVAL OF A COASTAL ZONE PERMIT 
APPLICATION PURSUANT TO PLANNING CODE SECTION 330 TO ALLOW RENOVATION OF 
THE BEACH CHALET ATHLETIC FIELDS FACILITY INCLUDING REPLACING THE EXISTING 
GRASS TURF FIELDS WITH SYNTHETIC TURF, INSTALLING FIELD LIGHTING, RENOVATING 
THE EXISTING RESTROOM BUILDING, INSTALLING PLAYER BENCHES AND SEATING, AND 
COMPLETING OTHER MODIFICATIONS FOR PARKING, CIRCULATION, AND SPECTATOR 
AMENITIES TO IMPROVE THE OVERALL CONDITIONS OF THE FACILITY AND INCREASE 
THE AMOUNT OF ATHLETIC PLAY TIME, WITHIN THE P (PUBLIC) ZONING DISTRICT AND 
THE OPEN SPACE HEIGHT AND BULK DISTRICT. 
 
PREAMBLE 
On April 4, 2012, Dan Mauer of the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department (hereinafter “Project 
Sponsor”) filed an application with the Planning Department (hereinafter “Department”) for a Coastal 
Zone Permit under Planning Code Section 330 to allow renovation of the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields 
facility including replacing the existing grass turf fields with synthetic turf, installing field lighting, 
renovating the existing restroom building, installing player benches and seating, and completing other 
modifications for parking, circulation, and spectator amenities to improve the overall conditions of the 
facility and increase the amount of athletic play time ("Project").  
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On April 17, 2012, the Department mailed a letter to the California Coastal Commission (CCC) to inform 
the CCC that and application for a Local Coastal Zone Permit had been filed.  The letter disclosed to the 
CCC that the Project site is not within the area appealable to the CCC.  
 
On May 24, 2012, the Planning Commission (hereinafter “Commission”) conducted a public hearing on 
the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Project.  The Commission reviewed and considered 
the EIR and found the contents of said report and the procedures through which the EIR was prepared, 
publicized and reviewed complied with the California Quality Environmental Quality Act (Public 
Resources Code section 21000 et seq.) ("CEQA"), the CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code Reg. section 15000 et 
seq.), and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco Administrative Code. 
 
On May 24, 2012, the Commission certified the Final EIR by Motion No. 18637.  Additionally, the 
Commission adopted approval findings, including findings rejecting alternatives, amending a mitigation 
measure, and making a statement of overriding considerations, and adopted a mitigation monitoring and 
reporting program ("MMRP") pursuant to CEQA by Motion No. 18638, which findings and MMRP are 
incorporated by this reference as though fully set forth herein. 
 
On May 24, 2012, the Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled 
meeting to consider the Coastal Zone Permit, Case No. 2010.0016P.  The Commission heard and 
considered public testimony presented at the hearing and has further considered written and oral 
testimony provided by Department staff and other interested parties. 
 
On May 24, 2012, the Commission approved the Coastal Zone Permit requested in the application under 
Case No. 2010.0016P based to the findings below. 
 
FINDINGS 
Having reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and 
arguments, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows: 
 

1. The above recitals are accurate and constitute findings of this Commission. 
 

2. Site Description and Present Use.  The project site is located at the west end of Golden Gate 
Park, Assessor’s Block 1700, Lot 001 within the P (Public) Zoning District and the Open Space 
Height and Bulk District.  The area of the project site is bound by Great Highway to the west, 
John F. Kennedy Drive to the north and east and by Martin Luther King Drive to the south.  The 
site contains existing athletic playing fields of natural turf and various park amenities associated 
with the fields’ use, including parking, restrooms, fencing and pedestrian paths. 

 
3. Surrounding Properties and Neighborhood.  The neighborhoods closest to the project site are 

primarily residential in character and include the Outer Richmond neighborhood directly north 
and across Fulton Street from Golden Gate Park and the Outer Sunset neighborhood directly 
south and across Lincoln Way from Golden Gate Park.  Directly west of the project site and across 
Great Highway are the Ocean Beach parking lot and Ocean Beach.  The site is located southeast of 
the Beach Chalet, City Landmark No. 179, which includes a visitors center and restaurant 
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facilities.  As the project site is located within Golden Gate Park, the athletic fields are not visible 
from the adjacent residential neighborhoods due to dense vegetation and tree canopy. 

 
4. Project Description.  The applicant proposes to renovate the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields facility 

including replacement of the existing grass turf fields with synthetic turf, installation of field 
lighting, renovation of the existing restroom building, installation of benches and seating, and 
other modifications related to parking, circulation, and spectator amenities to improve the overall 
conditions of the facility and increase the amount of athletic play time. 
 

5. Coastal Zone.  Pursuant to Planning Code Section 330, review of a Coastal Zone Permit 
Application is required as the project site is within the Local Coastal Zone Boundary per City 
Zoning Map Sheet CZ05.  The Local Coastal Zone boundary within Golden Gate Park starts at 
Fulton Street and 40th Avenue, curves eastwardly from the Chain of Lakes Drive and ends at 
Lincoln Way and 41st Avenue.  The boundary for the Coastal Zone area that is appealable to the 
CCC is an area 300 feet wide as measured from the inland extent of Ocean Beach.  The project site 
is not located within the Coastal Zone area that is appealable to the CCC. 

 
6. Public Comment.  The Department has received no comments to date regarding the Coastal Zone 

Permit application.  
 

7. Planning Code Compliance:  The Commission finds that the Project  is consistent with the 
relevant provisions of the Planning Code in the following manner: 

 
A. Coastal Zone Permit Findings.  Planning Code Section 330.5.2 states that the Planning 

Commission in reviewing a Coastal Zone Permit application shall adopt factual findings that 
the project is consistent or not consistent with the Local Coastal Program and that a Coastal 
Zone Permit shall be approved only upon findings of fact establishing that the Project 
conforms to the requirements and objectives of the San Francisco Local Coastal Program. 
 
The requirements and objectives of the San Francisco Local Coastal Program are established in the 
Western Shoreline Plan of the General Plan with specific objectives and policies related to Golden Gate 
Park and the Richmond and Sunset Residential Neighborhoods.  See “General Plan Compliance” 
findings below. 

 
8. General Plan Compliance.  The Project is, on balance, consistent with the following Objectives 

and Policies of the General Plan and specifically as identified in the Western Shoreline Area Plan: 
 

WESTERN SHORELINE AREA PLAN – GOLDEN GATE PARK 
Objectives and Policies 

 
OBJECTIVE 3: 
ENHANCE THE RECREATIONAL CONNECTION BETWEEN GOLDEN GATE PARK AND 
THE BEACH FRONTAGE 
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Policy 3.1: 
Strengthen the visual and physical connection between the park and beach. Emphasize the 
naturalistic landscape qualities of the western end of the park for visitor use. When possible 
eliminate the Richmond-Sunset sewer treatment facilities. 
 
Policy 3.2: 
Continue to implement a long-term reforestation program at the western portion of the park. 

 
The rehabilitation of the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields does not introduce a new use into Golden Gate Park; 
rather the project is a renovation of the existing facilities to allow continuation of existing park amenities 
and uses.  As such, the naturalistic landscape qualities around the athletic fields and around the perimeter 
of the Park would remain intact.   The project does propose removal of 16 trees; however each tree removed 
would be replaced at a ratio of one-to-one or greater.  The proposed tree replacement is consistent with 
emphasizing the natural landscape qualities of the Park and also the need for continued reforestation of the 
Park’s aging tree population. 
 

WESTERN SHORELINE AREA PLAN – RICHMOND & SUNSET RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS 
Objectives and Policies 

 
OBJECTIVE 11: 
PRESERVE THE SCALE OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT ALONG 
THE COASTAL ZONE AREA. 

 
Policy 11.6 
Protect the neighborhood environment of the Richmond and Sunset residential areas from the 
traffic and visitor impacts from the public using adjacent recreation and open space areas. 
 
The “Transportation and Circulation” section of the EIR analyzed for the project found that impacts to 
traffic, public transit and pedestrian circulation would be less than significant.  Although field lighting is 
proposed as part of the project, the hours of operation for the recreation area will be the same as the existing 
park hours which are 6 AM to 10 PM daily.    
 

9. Planning Code Section 101.1(b) establishes eight priority-planning policies and requires review 
of permits for consistency with said policies.  On balance, the project does comply with said 
policies in that:  

 
A. That existing neighborhood-serving retail uses be preserved and enhanced and future 

opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses be enhanced.  
 

The proposal does not affect neighborhood-serving retail uses as the project is a public recreational 
facility within Golden Gate Park. 
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B. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to 
preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods. 

 
The existing neighborhood character surrounding Golden Gate Park would be conserved and protected 
as the project would continue to be screened from the outlying residential areas by dense vegetation. 

 
C. That the City's supply of affordable housing be preserved and enhanced,  

 
No housing is removed by this project. 

 
D. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or overburden our streets or 

neighborhood parking.  
 

The project proposes improvements to the existing 50-space parking lot.  The new parking lot would 
contain 20 additional parking spaces.  The amount of parking spaces is not considered excessive for the 
use, and the EIR for the project found the parking, vehicular and public transit impacts associated with 
the project to be less than significant.   

 
E. That a diverse economic base be maintained by protecting our industrial and service sectors 

from displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opportunities for 
resident employment and ownership in these sectors be enhanced. 

 
The project will not displace any service or industrial establishment.   

 
F. That the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against injury and loss of 

life in an earthquake. 
 

The project, particularly the building structures will be designed and constructed to conform to the 
structural and seismic safety requirements of the City Building Code.   

 
G. That landmarks and historic buildings be preserved.  

 
As identified in the project EIR, the project would cause a substantial adverse change in the 
significance of Golden Gate Park, an historical resource.  While the project would have a significant 
unavoidable impact from the perspective of historic preservation, the project is a rehabilitation of an 
existing park amenity. 

 
H. That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from 

development.  
 

The project will have no negative impact on existing parks and open spaces and their access to sunlight 
and vistas.  Per Section 295 of the Planning Code, pertaining to shadow studies, no building 
structures are proposed over 40 feet in height and therefore a shadow study is not required for the 
project. 
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10. The Project is consistent with and would promote the general and specific purposes of the Code 

provided under Section 101.1(b) in that, as designed, the Project would contribute to the character 
and stability of the neighborhood and would constitute a beneficial development.  

 
11. The Commission hereby finds that approval of the Coastal Zone Permit would promote the 

health, safety and welfare of the City. 
 

DECISION 
That based upon the Record, the submissions by the Applicant, the staff of the Department and other 
interested parties, the oral testimony presented to this Commission at the public hearings, and all other 
written materials submitted by all parties, the Commission hereby ADOPTS the CEQA approval findings 
set forth in Planning Commission Motion No. 18638 including the statement of overriding considerations, 
ADOPTS the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, attached to Motion No. 18638 as Exhibit A, 
and APPROVES Coastal Zone Permit Application No. 2010.0016P in general conformance with plans on 
file, dated April 4, 2012, and stamped “EXHIBIT B”, which is incorporated herein by reference as though 
fully set forth. 
 
APPEAL:   Pursuant to Planning Code Sections 308.2 and 330.9, any aggrieved person may appeal this 
Coastal Zone Permit to the Board of Appeals within fifteen (15) days after the date of this motion.  For 
further information, please contact the Board of Appeals in person at 1650 Mission Street, 3rd Floor 
(Room 304) or call 575-6880. 
 
 
I hereby certify that the Planning Commission ADOPTED the foregoing Motion on May 24, 2012. 
 
 
Linda D. Avery 
Commission Secretary 
 
 
AYES:   Commissioners Fong, Wu, Antonini and Borden  
 
NAYS:  Commissioner Moore 
 
ABSENT:  Commissioners Miguel and Sugaya 
 
ADOPTED: May 24, 2012 
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West Sunset Soccer Fields: Sample Field Rotations 
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Beach Chalet Athletic Fields: Sample Field Rotations 
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Increase in Hours of Play Due to Field Renovation- The Critical Question

Youth only Adult only Either Total Youth only Adult only Either Total Youth only Adult only Either Total

Winter 2055 234 488 2777 1229 234 156 1619 644 293 312 1248

Fall and Spring 2090 2003 835 4928 425 1519 81 2025 0 502 122 623

Summer 1013 720 144 1877 1115 644 237 1995 0 252 0 252

Total Hours 5158 2957 1467 9582 2768 2396 474 5639 644 1046 434 2123

54% 31% 15% 49% 42% 8% 30% 49% 20%

Youth only Adult only Either Total Youth only Adult only Either Total Youth only Adult only Either Total

Winter 2055 234 488 2777 1872 527 468 2867 (183) 293 (20) 89

Fall and Spring 2090 2003 835 4928 425 2021 203 2648 (1665) 17 (633) (2280)

Summer 1013 720 144 1877 1115 896 237 2247 102 176 93 370

Total Hours 5158 2957 1467 9582 3412 3443 908 7762 (1746) 485 (560) (1821)

59% 21% 20% 57% 26% 17%

Summary: Impact on Changes in Hours if West Sunset Combined is done in Place of Beach. West Sunset benefits adults over kids

Total Increase in Hours: 1821 Fewer Hours Per Year Overall from West Sunset vs Beach

Hours Available For Youth: 1746 Fewer of Youth Only Hours of Play (a 31% decrease or put differently Beach gets a 45% increase over WS)

2306 Fewer Hours of Play Available for Youth (a 30% decrease)

Hours Available For Adults: 485 More Hours for Adult resulting from West Sunset

Beach Chalet West Sunset Upper West Sunset Lower

Beach Chalet West Sunset Combined West Sunset Instead of Beach
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San Francisco Recreation and Parks 
Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Maintenance:  
Current/Grass vs. Planned/Synthetic Turf  
 

 Current – Grass Sports Fields Planned – Synthetic Turf 
Sports Fields 

Hours and Staffing   

Facility Hours 

Open for reserved play only, locked if 
not reserved 

 
Winter: 9am – 5pm 

Fall/Spring: 8am – 7pm 
Summer: 9am – 8pm 

Open all the time, no locks on 
gates 

 
Year-round: 8am – 10pm 

Athletic Play 4,738 hours of play annually 14,320 hours of play annually 
Open Play Community Hours 0 2,248 hours annually 

Days of Operation Tuesday – Sunday 
Closed on Monday & 4 months a year 

7 days a week, 365 days a year 
No weekly closures 

Field & Landscape Maintenance 1/2 Full Time Employee  1/2 Full Time Employee 
Integrated Pest Management   

Gopher Trapping/Removal 
Trap daily 

60 gophers & 8 moles trapped in      
FY 2012-2013 

Zero 

Herbicide Spraying 

2 x annually around fence line 
As needed on athletic fields 

16 oz of Aquamaster Herbicide annually 
1 application of Sapphire English Daisy 

Control in the past 5 years 

Zero 

Turf Maintenance   

Water Use 3-4 x weekly from April - October 
Est. 5,737,285 gallons per year Zero 

Fuel consumption for 
maintenance/gardening vehicles 

105 gallons of diesel annually 
50 gallons of petroleum annually Zero 

Mowing with gas powered mower 1 x 1-2 weeks 
Approx. 38 cuts annually Zero 

Fertilize from gas powered Toro 
Workman 

1 x 6-8 weeks 
2000 lbs granular fertilizer annually  Zero 

Aeration and field rolling from 
diesel powered tractor 2 x annually Zero 

Seeding from gas powered Toro 
Workman 

2 x annually 
2000 lbs of perennial rye grass seed 

annually 
Zero 

Athletic Fields Striping Weekly Zero (synthetic turf includes 
permanent field striping) 

Sweeping with electric Cushman Zero 1 x 2 weeks (anticipated) 
 

Grooming with electric Cushman Zero 1 x 5-8 weeks (anticipated) 

Repair goals, field holes and turf As possible by staff availability As possible by staff availability 

Spot Cleaning Zero As needed with soap and water, 
no detergent 

2/15/13 
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Summary

Hours Hours

Current With Turf No Closure No Rain Lights Total Ground Ball Ground Ball Ground Ball Ground Ball Ground Ball Ground Ball Ground Ball

Winter 184 832 109 85 455 648 1945 0 327 0 254 0 1365 0 832.00 0 2,777.20 0

Fall and Spring 661 1,728 392 108 567 1,067 3200 0 1175 0 324 0 1701 0 1,728.00 0 4,928.40 0

Summer 734 1,020 118 0 168 286 857 0 353 0 0 0 504 0 1,020.00 0 1,876.80 0

Total Hours 1,579 3,580 618 193 1,190 2,001 6002 0 1855 0 578 0 3570 0 3,580.00 0 9,582.40 0

Factors & Assumptions: 

1. Beach is closed 12 weeks per year from October through December and Every Monday for Maintenance

2. During school hours, field is only utilized 10% in winter and 20% in spring and fall.

3. During summer 9 to 3, fields Is utilized 80% for camps

4. Field is closed 25% in winter and 10% in fall and spring due to rain.

Detail - Current Capacity in Hours PER FIELD
TOTAL 

# of weeks Hours Open

 Total 

Hours/Day 

% 

available

Day Per 

Week

 

Estimate

d Hrs/ Hours Open

 Total 

Hours/Da

y 

% 

available

Days Per 

Week

 Estimated Hrs/ 

Week HOURS PER YEAR

Winter 9 am to 3 pm 6 10% 4 2.4

Winter 3 pm to 5 pm 2 75% 4 6

Fall and Spring 9 am to 3 pm 3 20% 4 2.4

Fall and Spring 3 pm to 7 pm 4 90% 4 14.4

Summer 9 am to 3 pm 6 80% 4 19.2

Summer 3 pm to 8 pm 5 100% 4 20

Weeks Closed 12

TOTAL 52 TOTAL 1,579.20

Detail - Post Field Turf Capacity in Hours PER FIELD Note: Assumptions Changed Are Highlighted

# of TOTAL 

weeks Hours Open

 Total 

Hours/Day 

% 

available

Day Per 

Week

 

Estimate

d Hrs/ 

Week Hours Open

 Total 

Hours/Da

y 

% 

available

Days Per 

Week

 Estimated Hrs/ 

Week HOURS PER YEAR

Winter 9 am to 3 pm 6 10% 5 3

Winter 3 pm to 10 pm 7 100% 5 35

Fall and Spring 9 am to 3 pm 3 20% 5 3

Fall and Spring 3 pm to 10 pm 7 100% 5 35

Summer 9 am to 3 pm 6 80% 5 24

Summer 3 pm to 10 pm 7 100% 5 35

Weeks Closed 0

TOTAL 52 TOTAL 3,580.00

1,020.00

27 9am to 10pm

12 9am to 10pm 13 100% 2 26

13

26

100% 2 26

734.40

Weekends Weekday

832.00

1,728.00

22

13 9am to 10pm 13 100% 2

18
661.20

9 9am to 5pm

12 9am to 8pm 11 100% 2

19 9am to 7pm 10 90% 2

8 75% 2 12

Hours Due to LightsHours Due to No Closure

183.60

Beach Capacity Analysis - 3 Existing Fields and One New

EXISTING FIELDS IMPACT PER FIELD Existing Fields Total Impact ADDITIONAL FIELDSTOTAL INCREASE

Hours Due to No Rain Hours

3 Full 0

Weekends Weekday

Total Hours AddedIncrease Due To   Fields Impacted Total Hours Added
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FORM FOR DISCLOSURE OF 
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS 

 
 

Name or description of project, LPC, etc.:      Golden Gate Park Soccer Fields Th 15c 
 
Date and time of receipt of communication:   May 6, 2013  9:00 a.m. – 9:40 a.m. 
 
Location of communication:                           Santa Barbara 
 
Type of communication (letter, facsimile, etc.):          teleconference 
 
Person(s) initiating communication:    Mark Masara for Appellant Oceans Edge 
 
Masara stated: 
 
The underlying proceedings were deficient, so they got experts to get balanced information.  The City’s 
approach is centered on politics and the City’s version of the project. The first 4 years the City did not 
acknowledge that this was in the appeals zone of the coastal zone.  They did not consider LCP issues. At the 
combined hearing of P/C and Parks and Recs Commission, the commissioners were denying that this was 
in the coastal zone.  Masara told the B of S this was in the appeals zone.  They continued to object, CCC 
staff then confirmed this was in the appeals zone.  The EIR did not look at the coastal zone impacts.  Now 
everyone is arguing the merits. 
 
Appellants hired Travis Longcore, Professor at UCLA and USC, his report is attached to their briefer.  
Expert on consequences of night lighting.  His work was instrumental in altering the lighting on the Long 
Beach bridge, and most recently the Malibu high school.  San Francisco is proposing 10 banks of 60 ft high 
lights, wattage double Malibu, proposing 365 days a year.  Two hundred days a year of fog, fields are in the 
Pacific flyway, Longcore concludes there will be devastating impacts on flyway birds and snowy plover 400 
feet away.  Also have a letter from ornithologist who works in the park, recognizes dozens of raptors, can’t 
believe the city did not see any birds.  They have a picture of a raptor eating a gopher on top of the soccer 
goal. 
 
SF has one of the oldest, most antiquated LCPs in California, it’s basically 15 pages.  Staff correctly zeroes in 
on the physical connections between the park and the beach  to emphasize the naturalistic  qualities of the 
park.  The term “naturalistic” goes all the way back to the 1860’s in the history of the park.  A term of art to 
acknowledge that before the park was built it was sand dunes, it is not a pristine environment. In the 1984 
LCP Policy 3.3 says do a Master Plan.  The Golden Gate Master  Plan is the document that says  “the 
integrity of the pastoral and sylvan landscape must be maintained and remain unaltered” .  The Master Plan 
was approved in 1998, but never certified by the Commission.  These have been recreational ball fields for 
70 years.  The City has allowed the fields to become degraded as a part of a campaign to develop toxic astro 
turf.  They are going to create a plastic bathtub and send the chemicals to the sewage treatment plant. The 
sewage treatment plant is not going to remediate the heavy metals, it is going to pass them through and 
dump them in the ocean.  Right now the fields percolate the water and it goes into the aquifer. 
 
The entire park is 1000 acres. The City will say the fields are only 1%, why not just approve this project.  
The pastoral qualities become more important as you go west.  Museums and bandstands are on the east 
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side, on the west side, its open.  Three main meadows: polo fields, (various kinds of active recreation, 
concerts) a public golf course, and the soccer fields.  All in the west ‘half’, the polo fields sort in the middle.  
Only the Beach Chalet is in the coastal zone. 
 
Regarding the parking, the city has offered 70 spaces for 1000 spectators and hundreds of kids playing on 
the fields.  The parking is hundreds of spaces short.  Photos showing west end show hundreds of parking 
along the  shore which is the Golden Gate National Recreation area.  On sunny days and weekends every 
one of the beach parking lots is filled.  Less than 400 ft away from the soccer fields.  Everyone denies that 
the soccer players are going to take the beach parking.  City claims that there is plenty of parking within the 
interior of the park.  There is a subtle displacement of people wanting to visit the park for the natural 
amenities with catering to a narrow subset of park users.  It is important to remove the chain link fence 
which is kept locked, the non soccer playing public cannot use that area at all.   
 
Pointed out letter from Donaldson, former head of historic resources commission.  He concludes this 
project will have significant irreparable impacts to the historic resources. 
 
City says in their briefer with respect to project benefits, that this astroturf will save 5.7 million dollars 
annually in water.  After a follow up PRA request, got e mails from Ana Alvarez, Superintendent of Parks is 
telling project manager that they are using the wrong information, and that it is only 1.3 million gallons of 
water a year.  The City has not corrected its materials. 
 
There are fields right in the neighborhood where the City is proposing natural grass restoration with no 
lights (the West Sunset fields) 10 acres of fields.  This is being funded by the same donor family which 
previously had proposed a museum in the Presidio in a building which was not within the historic character 
of the Presidio. The park service turned them down.   Here again, this would turn the character of the park 
on its head. 
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FORM FOR DISCLOSURE OF 
EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS 

 
 

Name or description of project, LPC, etc.:      Golden Gate Park Soccer Fields Th 15c 
 
Date and time of receipt of communication:   May 6, 2013  10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. 
Location of communication:                           Santa Barbara 
 
Type of communication (letter, facsimile, etc.):          teleconference 
 
Person(s) initiating communication:    Susan McCabe, Phil Ginsberg Director of Rec and Parks, Sara 
Ballard, Rec and Parks, Anne Blemker, Patrick Hannon, City Fields Foundation, funders 50/50 public 
private partnership 
 
Phil: a program designed to make sure they have adequate field space for kids to play.  They are about 50 
fields short, have been working with City Fields to increase fields.  A particular growth in girls sports, 200 
new sports teams.  Because of density in SF, there is no additional land.  Through synthetic turf, the fields 
don’t need to rest, are able to withstand the intensity of play.  Trying to upgrade an existing soccer field that 
has been a soccer field, in tough condition.  
 
If the project moves forward can add 10,000 hours of play for that field. Kids use it after school.  First slot 
goes to 5:30, second practice slot goes to 6:30 or 7.  In the fall, darkness will fall at 5:09.  For a portion of 
the year, the second time slot that kids use is eliminated by darkness.  The lights will allow kids to play the 
entire second slot for the entire winter season.  They have about 17% of all children in SF playing soccer.  Is 
there a way to estimate what percentage of the 10,000 added hours is for children?  They said their plan is to 
have the lights on until 10:00 every night. 
 
Concerns for kids in underserved communities.  The core is to make sure that every kid has a chance to 
play.  This has been thoughtfully considered.  Golden Gate is 1000 acres of 4000  in City.  There is 
something in the park system for everyone.   
 
Patrick Hannon:  their partnership started in 2006, it’s a 48 million dollar project.  This project is $13-14 
million. They have done 14 fields in 7 different parks.  They have all included astro turf or lights.  One had 
only lights added. West Sunset is a park in their jurisdiction.  That park does not yield an appropriate 
number of hours of play.  As a part of a parks bond passed in November, some improvements will happen 
there.  But they do not want to displace other sports there like baseball, there is also a shortage of baseball 
fields, to do anything at Sunset, and it does not meet the priorities they established in 2006.  It is not going 
to yield sufficient hours to be worth the investment. 
 
Issues raised by opponents like toxicity of astro turf : they apparently do not see a problem with it in other 
areas.  They have a problem with this. 
 
These fields serve 1550  kids and 600 adults every week.  The fields are only open and available by 
reservation. There is an extremely high demand, City is 65 fields short of meeting demand. Grass fields get 
closed for maintenance, to re seed, mow, get fertilizer, and after a rain event. Uses 2000 pounds of fertilizer.  
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Closed every Monday and about 5  months closed in rotation to allow grass to grow.  They are able to add 
one full field.  The location in a bowl in a wet and soggy climate, they take the longest time to dry out. 
 
Existing fields don’t have seating, not ADA, no gathering place.  Parents huddle on the sidelines.  They 
want amenities so they linger, enjoy a day in the park, in the coastal zone. Viewing plaza, childrens restroom, 
disability walkways will do this.  Goal of not being a commuter facility, opportunity to hang out for a while 
or a day.   
 
The project will enhance the recreational connection between Golden Gate Park and the beach frontage.  
The project will allow for disability access around the fields, they can use these pathways to get across to the 
woodland, and there is a pathway in the woodland to the jogging track.  Making a connection to the beach 
chalet restaurant.  Instead of making folks get on the road to get to the beach, they are going through the 
park/woodland. This will encourage people from various neighborhoods to go to the beach. Kids from 
these other communities have never seen the beach.  The Great Highway has never had pedestrian 
crosswalks to the beach, public works department is working on that.  It is not part of the project. 
   
Regarding the CCC staff disagreement on interpretation policy 3.1.  Phil:  the western end was designed to 
be more pastoral than east.  However, the western end has always had amenities: golf course, two 
restaurants, senior center, equestrian center, two windmills, and historically a water treatment plant right 
next to the soccer fields.  Adjacent to the soccer field, in the Golden Gate Park Master Plan there is 
discussion of taking that area, now used for illegal dumping and debris and instead of adding soccer fields 
called for, to do a restoration project.  Its 4 acres and in the parks bond there is money set aside targeted as 
a habitat restoration project. 
 
McCabe:  the Master Plan was done per policy 3.3, that plan calls for enhancing recreational opportunities 
on the existing field.  CCC staff says that this was not certified as part of the LCP.  The western end is more 
sylvan, but this has been an active recreational area since 1933. 
 
McCabe: Question of how the language in the uncertified Golden Gate Master Plan relates to the 
interpretation of the LCP.  They provided the resolution of the Parks and Recs Commission.  While staff 
found SI on Policy 3.1 , they have neglected to discuss Policy 3.3. 
 
Phil:  this site is considered a major recreation area in the Master Plan. Their position is that the Master Plan 
fulfills policy LCP 3.1 and 3.3.  This is on appeal because it is a public works project.  This is one of the first 
times the City has dealt with the Coastal Commission, only a sliver of the City is in the Coastal Zone. 
 
McCabe concluded by disclosing conversation with the Chair regarding the public hearing process if there is 
a hearing on the Substantial Issue question. 
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From: John Fisher
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Turf Fields at Beach Chalet
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 7:43:51 AM

It makes no sense to replace the Beach Chalet soccer fields with anything but turf.
 The City cannot take care of these highly used fields which is why they have
potholes and are dangerous for the ankles and legs or the athletes who use them.
 Add to that the fact that turf fields save lots of water since they do not need to be
irrigated, and this is a huge win for the families of San Francisco.  That is why the
decision to install turf has been overwhelmingly approved by every SF governmental
agency that has voted and reviewed this.  I was in attendance at one of those
meetings and it was exciting and inspiring to see the young kids and their parents
and coaches and adults from very diverse backgrounds and neighborhoods all over
the city speaking on behalf of their park and their fields.  Please do not take this
away from them.

John Fisher
San Francisco
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P.O. Box 170160
San Francisco, CA  94117-0160

415.621.3260
www.sfparksalliance.orgParks Alliance

SAN FRANCISCO

	  
	  
 
 
May 3, 2013 
 
 
 
Mary Shallenberger, Chair 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 
 
Re: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation (Coastal Permit Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020) 
 
 
 
Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,  
 
The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) lends its strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet 
Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourages the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on 
the coastal permit appeal and let us fix our fields. 
 
SFPA believes the Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is becoming increasingly 
important, yet simultaneously San Francisco kids are regularly turned away from recreation for lack of 
playfields, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s 
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.  
 
SFPA finds the continued use of Beach Chalet as an athletic playfield consistent with its historical use 
over the last 80 years, and consistent with the Golden Gate Park Master Plan’s designation of the 
Beach Chalet site as a “Major Recreation Area.”  
 
SFPA considers the Beach Chalet Soccer Project both unique and complex because of its location in 
Golden Gate Park, and its proximity to Ocean Beach. Although constituting only seven of Golden Gate 
Park’s 1,017 acres- less than 1% - replacing grass with synthetic turf and installing lighting at Beach 
Chalet is something that should be, and has been, considered carefully through an extensive 
Environmental Impact Report. 
 
We note that the City has adopted synthetic turf standards that require turf vendors to provide 
detailed end-of-life recycling plans for synthetic turf. We also note the EIR’s finding that “with 
implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to 
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.” Both of these 
observations were key contributors to SFPA’s support.  
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries 
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not 
affect the amount of light of the night sky.” SFPA recognizes the value of dark nighttime skies for this 
area of the City, and we believe every effort has been made to mitigate lighting impacts. Because 
weather conditions may provide additional variables, SFPA encouraged the City to monitor the lighting 
systems at Beach Chalet Soccer Fields once they are installed, consistent with recommendations 
made by the National Park Service, and report findings back to the San Francisco Recreation and 
Parks Commission. Our Board of Supervisors adopted this recommendation. 
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The new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and 
families with healthy recreational opportunities. We strongly support it, and urge the Commission to 
allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Matthew O’Grady 
Executive Director 
 
Cc: Phil Ginsburg, Recreation and Parks Department General Manager 
 Patrick Hannan, City Fields Foundation 
 Rosemary Cameron, SFPA Board President 
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From: Cole Rathje
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: I support Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:04:47 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Cole Rathje
2551 14th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94127
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From: Joel Streicker
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Project
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:14:51 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger:

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. It will also help keep families in
San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Thank you for considering my viewpoint.

 

Sincerely,

 

 

Joel Streicker

4256 22nd St.
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San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Claudine Ryan
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:26:16 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am a parent of three soccer-loving boys who practice and play at Beach Chalet fields, 
strongly support this renovation, have represented their teams and spoken on behalf of the 
project, and are distraught that it continues to be held up due the voices of a few, despite 
comprehensive research supporting this project and support from so many.  At this point, it is 
hard to explain to my kids that this is the way the political system should work.

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well 
as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my 
strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This 
project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support 
it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the 
City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing 
requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to 
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the 
spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
Claudine Ryan
21 Jersey St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Juliette Hirt
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Please support the Beach Chalet soccer field project
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:28:02 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,

Juliette Hirt
4256 22nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: kathy sabatino
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Soccer Fields
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:36:13 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) 
as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in 
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation 
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the 
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and 
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow 
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently 
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and 
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an 
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available 
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate 
Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of 
storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to 
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the 
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night 
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase 
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will 
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission 
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Kathy Sabatino
95 Andover Street
SF, CA 94110
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From: Esther San Miguel
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:58:26 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) 
as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in 
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation 
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the 
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and 
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow 
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently 
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and 
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an 
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available 
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate 
Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of 
storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to 
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the 
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night 
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase 
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will 
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission 
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Esther San Miguel
2246 47th AVE
San Francisco, CA 94116
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From: Kane, Larry
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: "sarah.ballard@sfgov.org"; "jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org"
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 10:47:07 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger:
 
            As a parent of 3 young girls in San Francisco, the wrestling coach for over 20 years at Galileo
Academy of Science and  long time active user of Golden Gate Park, I am in agreement with
organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent
Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed Beach
Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial
Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families
with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would
not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco.
 I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
 
Larry Kane
4348 24th Street
San Francisco, CA
94114
===========================================================

IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements
imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this
communication, unless expressly stated otherwise, was not intended or
written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting,
marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matter(s)
addressed herein.
===========================================================

NOTICE TO RECIPIENT: THIS E-MAIL IS MEANT FOR ONLY
THE INTENDED RECIPIENT OF THE TRANSMISSION, AND
MAY BE A COMMUNICATION PRIVILEGED BY LAW. IF YOU
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RECEIVED THIS E- MAIL IN ERROR, ANY REVIEW, USE,
DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION, OR COPYING OF THIS
E-MAIL IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. PLEASE NOTIFY US
IMMEDIATELY OF THE ERROR BY RETURN E-MAIL AND
PLEASE DELETE THIS MESSAGE FROM YOUR SYSTEM.
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
For more information about Orrick, please visit http://www.orrick.com/
===========================================================
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From: Jessica Closson
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: In support of the Beach Chalet Project in San Francisco
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 11:22:14 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available at this location 
for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,

Jessica Closson
4037 23rd St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Kate Sherwood
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Letter of Support For Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 11:32:11 PM

Dear Kevin, 
Please see that this gets to Commissioner Shallenberger - thank you!

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) 
and The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, 
and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit 
appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy 
recreational opportunities. It will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to 
proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available 
there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is 
lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon 
opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield 
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate 
Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of 
storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to 
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the 
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night 
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase 
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help 
keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to 
allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Katherine R. (Kate) Sherwood
1157 Dolores St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
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From: Julie Jackson
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org; sarah.ballard@sfgov.org
Subject: Beach Chalet soccer field support
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 12:24:09 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to
allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Julie Jackson
Mom to Jasper, 12, & Shelby, 8
890 Carolina Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
415-647-7471
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From: Rene Bihan
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 6:58:22 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

As a registered Landscape Architect, Board member of the Cultural Landscape Foundation, and proud
San Francisco parent I am  in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA)
as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong
support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission
to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families
in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation
to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has
been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding
that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not
contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

René Bihan
Managing Principal

SWA Group
301 Battery Street
2 Mezzanine North
San Francisco, CA 94111
+1-415-836-8770 office
+1-415-293-1516 direct
+1-415-836-8771 fax
www.swagroup.com
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From: Éric LEPETIT
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: SF need more play fields for our kids.
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 7:06:52 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San
Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the
proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No
Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.
I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has
been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding
that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not
contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

Eric
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From: Albert Ko
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 7:12:13 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as
The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong
support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will
provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities.
Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the
Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the
City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing
requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
 
Albert Ko
Richmond District Resident and Father of Four
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From: naomi weinstein
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: SF needs these soccer fields!
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 7:21:26 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well
as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my
strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This
project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the
City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing
requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the
spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed.
 
Thank you.
 
Naomi Weinstein
(mom of three grown kids who played soccer in SF)
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From: Cece Kaufman Himelstein
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal; sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Yes! Beach Chalet Athletic Field
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:13:05 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
As a mother of two active city kids , I am in agreement with organizations like The
San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political
Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed
Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide
thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite
simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge
the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available
there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is
lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon
opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate
Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of
storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help
keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to
allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Cece Kaufman
336 Avila St.
SF, CA 94123
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From: Carl Bettag
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet soccer fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:20:52 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Carl Bettag

722 Diamond Street

San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Shaban Shakoori
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:22:37 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks
Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed
Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with
healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families
in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the
fields’ playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours
currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation
for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet
Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for
youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden
Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an
extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that
“with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements,
the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and
to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill
over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the
surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the
amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will
increase the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and
families. It will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.

Sincerely,
Shaban Shakoori 
50 Rossmoor Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132

Shaban Shakoori
Broker, Attorney* & Top Producer in Coldwell Banker's #1 Office
San Francisco 415.229.1313 | Peninsula 650.558.4223
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shaban@residentialsf.com
http://www.residentialsf.com
http://www.facebook.com/residentialsf
https://twitter.com/#!/residentialsf
http://www.linkedin.com/in/shabans
DRE No. 01448689   *Inactive
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From: Limkin, Anna
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Action: Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:33:13 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
Our family, friends and colleagues are in agreement with organizations like The San
Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending our strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet
Athletic Field Renovation Project.
 
We believe the Commission should vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit
appeal. This project will provide generations of youth, adults, and families with healthy
recreational opportunities. It will help RETAIN families in San Francisco and keep this
a balanced city. We strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed
 
At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco,
the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
The historical opportunity to do the right thing for this city, for our city’s children (and their
health!) is in your hands.
 
Thank you,
 
Anna Limkin & Fabien Lannoye
 
 
Anna Limkin, EDAC
Senior Design Architect

901 Market Street
San Francisco CA 94103
Direct Line (415) 241-4421 On Site
Ph: (415) 281-5549

stantec.com
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The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or
used for any purpose except with Stantec's written authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all
copies and notify us immediately.
 

ü Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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From: Tim Colen
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: Phil Ginsburg; sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; Jen Kwart
Subject: SUPPORT City Fields at Beach Chalet!!!
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:33:46 AM
Attachments: SFHAC_5000_logo.pdf

Dear Mr. Kahn and Members of Coastal Commission,

I am one of the thousands of San Franciscans who support the renovation of the Beach
Chalet fields and urge the Commission to consider that they have been used as playing
fields for over 70 years.  I played in City soccer leagues there 40 years ago.  These fields
were in poor condition then and they are in even worse condition now.  Our son is heavily
involved in youth sports and it is universally true that young athletes prefer artificial fields
to all but the very best and most restricted grass fields.  Public testimony from the many
dozens of young athletes who spoke at the hearings in San Francisco confirms this. 

The City Fields proposal would bring the reality of excellent playing fields to thousands of
athletes who do not have access to this simple benefit.  Disapproving this project would
assure that Beach Chalet will perpetuate its failure in providing quality recreational
opportunity to young athletes.  The grass fields simply cannot accommodate the demand.

As a dense city, San Francisco does not do a good job of providing athletic playing fields.  It
is an area in which the suburbs have an enormous advantage over our City and another
factor in the vexing issue of our attracting and retaining families with children.

The Coastal Commission’s staff is mistaken in calling this a “pastoral area.”  The Beach
Chalet area is no more “natural” than the adjacent residential neighborhoods.  It is a very
pleasant artificial environment that replaced what was originally there – beach dunes.  I
think our friends who oppose the City Fields project misconstrue what city parks are
intended for.

I respectfully urge the Coastal Commission to respect the votes to support made by every
public body that has addressed Beach Chalet.  This includes five City commissions and our
Board of Supervisors.  After all this, it would be undemocratic and unfair to ignore the
lengthy and extensive public process that has gotten us to this moment.

Please vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal and let us get on with fixing
these fields!

Sincerely,  Tim Colen

_______________________________
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BUILD
5000 HOMES


PER YEAR
FOR 20 YEARS







Tim Colen, Executive Director
San Francisco Housing Action Coalition
95 Brady Street
San Francisco, CA  94103
Office: (415) 541-9001
Cell: (415) 601-1709
www.sfhac.org

"The SF Housing Action Coalition advocates for the creation of well-designed, well-
located housing, at ALL levels of affordability, to meet the needs of San Franciscans,
present and future."
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From: Bill Jackson
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Writing in support of the Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:35:14 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger:

I am a parent of children who play soccer in the City and am in agreement with 
organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco 
Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the 
proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission 
to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide 
thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite 
simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the 
Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,

Bill Jackson
3749 22nd St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Brian Elliott
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Supporting the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:40:56 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

As a San Francisco resident, I am writing to express my support for the Beach
Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project, adding my voice to organizations like San
Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) and the San Francisco Parent Political Action  This
project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.” 

I strongly support the Beach Chalet Renovation Project, and urge the Commission to
allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

best,

Brian Elliott
435 Clipper Street
San Francisco, CA  94114
-- 

Brian Elliott
brianpelliott@gmail.com
(415) 269-9926
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From: Lauren Brody
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Soccer Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:43:07 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well
as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my
strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the
City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing
requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Lauren Brody
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From: Edmund Sarraille
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Kids Soccer Field
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:46:56 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the
proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No
Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults,
and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San
Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not
contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

-- 
E.J. Sarraille
415-430-7901
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From: Peter Curley
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Soccer
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:47:08 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the
proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No
Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults,
and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San
Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not
contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

-- 
 
Peter Curley
Voice: 415-513-8950
www.linkedin.com/in/petercurley
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From: David Scott
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal; sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
Subject: Support for Beach Chalet soccer field project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:50:32 AM

Mr Kahn:

I *support* the San Francisco Department of Park and Recreation in its project to
install an artificial turf soccer field on the site of the existing Beach Chalet soccer
field.  I have been to the existing soccer field and find its condition appalling.  It
currently does not serve the needs of the community.  Please consider the following:

- The proposed new soccer field is *not* directly on the coast, but is set back
several hundred feet.  Between the soccer field and the existing beach are a man-
made concrete break wall and a heavily used, six lane highway, in addition to the
Beach Chalet itself.  No one is proposing getting rid of these.
- Many of the most popular and most heavily used facilities in Golden Gate park are
man made.
- The existing soccer field is constantly torn up by use.  The only way to prevent this
is to ban soccer, which would simply not serve the needs of the community.
- There is a huge demand for soccer facilities in San Francisco.  The existing field is
very heavily used, which is in fact the problem.
- There is now a large, ugly maintenance facility directly attached to the soccer field
which no one is complaining about.

I find the complaints against the proposed artificial turf field to be well-intentioned,
but misplaced and misguided.  I hope that the Coastal Commission will approve this
project and allow the city to move forward with this worthwhile project.

David Scott
353 Guerrero St
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-522-1694
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From: Limkin, Anna
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Urgent: SF Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:51:00 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
Our family, friends and colleagues are in agreement with organizations like The San
Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending our strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet
Athletic Field Renovation Project.
 
We believe the Commission should vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit
appeal. This project will provide generations of youth, adults, and families with healthy
recreational opportunities. It will help RETAIN families in San Francisco and keep this
a balanced city. We strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed
 
At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco,
the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
The historical opportunity to do the right thing for this city, for our city’s children (and their
health!) is in your hands.
 
Thank you very much,
 
Anna Limkin & Fabien Lannoye
 
 
Anna Limkin, EDAC
Senior Design Architect

901 Market Street
San Francisco CA 94103
Direct Line (415) 241-4421 On Site
Ph: (415) 281-5549

stantec.com
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The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or
used for any purpose except with Stantec's written authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all
copies and notify us immediately.
 

ü Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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From: Dan Everest
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Support for the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:54:19 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in 
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation 
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the 
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and 
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep 
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow 
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently 
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and 
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an 
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available 
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental 
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water 
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of 
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the 
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night 
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase 
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will 
help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission 
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Dan Everest
dan.everest@me.com
(415) 661-1484
(415) 336-6053 cell
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From: Mcfadden, Patricia A CIV NAVFACHQ, BRAC PMO
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Support for the Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:16:32 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger (via Kevin Kahn),

As a native San Franciscan and parent to 2 soccer players, I want to
voice my support for the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote "No Substantial Issue" on
the coastal permit appeal.

My father, Dr. Michael McFadden, was one of the founders of the original
San Francisco Glens Soccer Club in the 1960's.  I have fond memories of
being at Beach Chalet field as child watching the games and seeing my
Dad run out when a player was hurt and needed assistance.   I didn't get
to play soccer myself as it wasn't offered in the schools and there were
not organizations like Vikings Soccer as there are today.  Today kids
from all over the City play on co-ed and non co-ed teams giving equal
opportunity for boys and girls to learn the valuable team skills that
soccer provides. 

This project will provide safe playing fields for thousands of youth,
adults, and families that can be used year round.  While I love grass
fields they are more expensive to maintain and the uneven terrain has
been the source of many sprained ankles while at play.  I understand
that the project has been considered carefully through an extensive
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and that storm water and other issues
can be easily monitored and mitigated. I strongly support the proposed
fields and I urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.

The Beach Chalet field improvement project will serve the City for
decades with increased field time and increased safety. It will increase
healthy recreation for both kids and families and draw families to
Golden Gate Park and the beach.  This is a valuable resource for all the
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the
Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Thank you,

Patricia A. McFadden
353 Jersey Street
SF, CA 94114
415-642-5672
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From: Catherine Lepetit
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:21:02 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed
renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall
of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field
would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would
not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San
Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
 
 
Catherine Lepetit
Account Director, Sephora
Benefit Cosmetics
T: 415-281-6513
C:415-691-5319
FACEBOOK | TWITTER | YOUTUBE
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From: Cliff Staton
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: SF Beach Chalet Athletic Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:23:54 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cliff Staton
3992 23rd St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Colin Schmidt
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: angela bailey; Emily Queliza
Subject: Beach Chalet and minority populations
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:29:28 AM

Kevin,

America SCORES engages nearly 1000 families in six-day-a-week soccer and
enrichment programs.   The children who participate are from low-income families --
over 90% qualify for meal subsidies -- and 99% are children of color.  

Most of the days, these children play soccer on pavement.  Availability of athletic
fields is a severe limiting factor for safe, accessible outdoor play. For the families we
serve, it is not a question of turf vs. grass, but rather turf vs. pavement. 

The Beach Chalet renovation project will increase the supply of athletic fields in the
hours of high demand -- after-school, evening, and weekend.  More time at Beach
Chalet will result im more time and more access throughout the entire network of
recreational spaces in all corners of San Francisco.  It will allow more low-income
families a field to play on that is not pavement.     

Said another way, to level the playing field for low-income youth who are otherwise
bound to pavement and limited recreational opportunities, we need more playing
fields.  Beach Chalet is the answer.  We support the Mayor, the Board of
Supervisors, and the dozens of other groups who have studied and voted in favor of
moving forward.  

We look forward to seeing you at the hearing on May 9 and expressing our concerns
in person.  To date, we've collected over 400 letters in support of the project moving
forward.  
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Sincerely,

Colin Schmidt
Executive Director, America SCORES Bay Area, 415-377-3887

Events: 2013 Legacy Awards // 2013 SCORES Cup // Beach Soccer Blast

Links: Facebook //Twitter //Blog //Photos // Video // Pinterest 
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From: Stephanie Gillis
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields: SF families want this renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:45:33 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
I am writing to lend my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field
Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families
with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San
Francisco and we have fewer children than dogs: we need to make this a priority.  I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
As a parent with two active soccer-playing boys, and as one who cares deeply about the
environment and health, I have closely followed the analysis surrounding the potential
impacts of the artificial turf. Given the level of scrutiny this project has received, I feel
confident in the findings of the EIR: that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.” In addition, the EIR asserts that
the“proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to
adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the
amount of light in the night sky."
As to arguments that this renovation would somehow degrade the beauty of GG Park, I find
that argument specious at best. One only needs to visit the North Tahoe Regional Park, one
of the most beautiful and natural parks one can imagine, to see how well an artifical turf field
can blend with the natural environment and actually enhance the park.  There is nothing
particularly appealing about a gopher-ridden, muddy, browned plot of grass.
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
Stephanie Gillis
2622 22nd Avenue
San Francisco, CA  94116
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From: Alessandro Soldi
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:48:16 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall
of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres,
it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The
EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the
field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would
not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San
Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.

Thanks for your time,
Alessandro Soldi
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From: beth daecher
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 9:56:26 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

best,
Beth Daecher
4227 25th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94114

beth daecher
bdaecher@pacbell.net
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From: Henry Karnilowicz
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet field renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:00:19 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks
Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed
Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with
healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families
in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the
fields’ playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours
currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation
for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet
Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for
youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden
Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an
extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that
“with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements,
the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and
to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill
over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the
surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the
amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will
increase the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and
families. It will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.

Sincerely,
Henry Karnilowicz 
3762 22nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Tim Norton
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Proposed Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:03:07 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Regards,
 
Tim Norton
5237 California Street
San Francisco, California
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From: Shannon Range
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: In support of Beach Chalet Fields and a family-friendly San Francisco
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:03:12 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Shannon K'doah Range
1280 Noe Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

--
Shannon K'doah Range
silentkdesigns.com
415-867-4689
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From: robyn wilkinson
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: please help keep our kids in the city
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:04:08 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San
Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the
proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No
Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.
I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety,
while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when
healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project
represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield
recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has
been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding
that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not
contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not
affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I
strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.
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From: Richard Anderson
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:06:28 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance 
(SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF 
Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet 
Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote 
“No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will 
provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San 
Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the 
fields’ playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours 
currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation 
for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet 
Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s 
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for 
youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden 
Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an 
extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with 
implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the 
field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to 
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill 
over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the 
surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the 
amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will 
increase the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and 
families. It will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, 
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to 
proceed.

Sincerely,
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Richard Anderson
564 Elizabeth Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
415.550.8850
415.939.8328 Cell
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From: Dennis Seaman
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Field
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:06:42 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall
of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field
would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would
not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San
Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
 
 
Dennis L Seaman
Vice President of Sales and Marketing
SeaYu Enterprises®
P.O.Box 16236
San Francisco, CA 94116
415.566.9677 Ext 114 Office
415.566.9667 Fax
415.297.6188 Mobile
dseaman@sea-yu.com
www.sea-yu.com
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Facebook clean+Green
Twitter @cleanandgreen
 
More than 16 million pet messes cleaned up naturally!
 
 

CLEAN + GREEN® Natural Pet Stain + Odor Removers That Really Work!™
 
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS EMAIL AND ANY ATTACHMENTS IS CONFIDENTIAL AND INTENDED SOLELY FOR
THE USE OF SEAYU ENTERPRISES.  IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, OR EMPLOYEE
OR AGENT RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING IT TO THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY REQUESTED NOT TO
READ, DISTRIBUTE, COPY OR OTHERWISE USE IT.  IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION IN ERROR, PLEASE
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE SENDER BY TELEPHONE OR EMAIL, AND DESTROY THIS MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS. 
THANK YOU.
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From: Michael Fox
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Althletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:12:44 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
 
Michael Fox
35 Yerba Buena Avenue
San Francisco, CA  94127
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From: Sean Ryan
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Please Approve the Chalet Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:18:51 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall
of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field
would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would
not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San
Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
 
Sincerely,
 
Sean Ryan
21 Jersey St
San Francisco, CA  94114
 
 
That’s the note everyone is sending – as a personalized part, I’m a father of 3 kids in SF – the
fanatical resistance to this well thought out project is what just drives families out of the city – we
all want a diverse city, but there has to be room for kids in it, and the includes sports facilities – it
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can’t all be for dogs and single people.   The reasons given for opposing this project are so absurd
as to be an SNL sitcom, but they just serve to keep delaying the project, which is really frustrating. 
Even if this won’t even benefit my own kids at the glacial rate this is proceeding, it’s good for the
city, so please approve it.
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From: David Latterman
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Support for Beach Chalet fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:29:51 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to
vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of
youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-
needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall
of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it
has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s
finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field
would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries
substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would
not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the recreational
opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families in San
Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
 
David C Latterman
63 Stoneyford Ave
San Francisco, CA
 
PS- I have a son in youth soccer and we really do need more space!
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From: Douglas B. Evans
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Field Rennovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:33:41 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks
Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed
Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with
healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families
in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed.

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the
fields’ playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours
currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation
for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet
Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s
documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for
youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden
Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an
extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that
“with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements,
the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and
to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill
over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the
surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the
amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will
increase the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and
families. It will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.

Sincerely,

Douglas Evans
474 Liberty St. 
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Jackie Holen
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: I support the Beach Chalet Field Renovation!
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:35:42 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I agree with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The 
San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) and strongly support 
the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project. I encourage the Commission 
to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide 
thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite 
simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,

Jackie Holen
3749 22nd St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Amie Latterman
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Letter of Support For Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 11:20:36 AM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
Amie Latterman

Parent to two (soon three) future athletes
Resident of Excelsior North, San Francisco
Development Director, SPUR (for identification purposes only)
Board member, Parents for Public Schools (for identification purposes only)
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From: Don Neuwirth
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org; Todd David
Subject: Beach Chalet Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 12:19:20 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I was a member of the original Coastal Commission staff and worked on permit 
appeals from 1973 until 1980. Then I became the first Program Manager of the 
Coastal Access Program. Most recently I have been running the Oakland Schoolyard 
Initiative and have been responsible for the installation of six artificial turf athletic 
fields. This combination of experience and my strong feelings about youth sports 
compel me to write you in support of the proposed fields in Golden Gate Park. 
These field are consistent with the Coastal Act and continue the historic 
transformation of dune fields into recreational resources for San Francisco.

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) 
as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in 
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation 
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the 
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and 
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow 
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ 
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently 
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and 
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an 
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available 
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate 
Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of 
storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to 
degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the 
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night 
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase 
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will 
help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission 
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,

Don Neuwirth
P.O. Box 460173
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San Francisco, CA 94146-0173
415.550.8575
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From: howard fallon
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: I Support the Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 12:24:41 PM

Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
Why do thousands of San Franciscans have to be held hostage by a few people who NEVER want anything
changed in Golden Gate Park for some perverse notion of hysterical preservation. As a parent & coach of soccer
playing children, I have had to suffer the ridiculousness of the horrible playing surfaces at Beach Chalet created
from over-demand on so few fields in our City. Artificial turf can be played again & again & again with no
degradation in the quality of the surface thereby enabling many soccer enthusiasts the opportunity to play.
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco
Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet
Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal
permit appeal.
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and safety, while more
than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both
kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to
ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been
considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with
implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s boundaries substantially
enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light
of the night sky.”
 
Please support the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project as it will increase the recreational opportunities
for thousands & help keep families in San Francisco.  
 
Howard Fallon
333-27th Street
San Francisco, CA 94131
http://www.skymemorialfoundation.org/
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From: Kent Allen
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Support for Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:03:19 PM

 
 
From: SF Parent PAC [mailto:sfparentpac@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 12:41 PM
To: Todd David
Subject: SF Parent PAC Action Item--Please Send "Letter of Support" For Beach Chalet Field
Renovation
 

 
 
Dear Commish Shallenberger,
 
Try to resist the temptation to back the NIMBYs who oppose the field renovation. If you've
ever tried to play on SF fields with holes and so forth, then you should understand the pain
that awaits knees and ankles.  Fix the field guys so that kids and whoever else can play
safely.
 
If people have issues with lights, they can simply adjust their shades.  This is a no-brainer
issue that has been hi-jacked by the self-centered advocates that one typically finds in SF.
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
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Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
 
Kent Allen
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From: Rina Yates
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: SF needs more soccer fields for our kids
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:15:22 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as
The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong
support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will
provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite
simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability and
safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for recreation. At a
time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach
Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented
shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR).
The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements,
the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from
groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the
spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep families
in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed
renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Rina Yates
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From: Nicholas Gregoratos
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:16:11 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
As a lifelong resident of San Francisco, a father of three boys and an environmentalist,  I
am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as well as
The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong
support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. This project will
provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational opportunities.
Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge
the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the
City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 1,017
acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and testing
requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and to
Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 

Nick Gregoratos
Prisoner Legal Services
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555 Seventh Street, 210
San Francisco, CA 94110
415-575-4365
510-919-6883 Cell
510-291-9908 Fax

"The degree of civilization in a society is revealed by entering its prisons."
-Crime & Punishment, Feodor Dostoyevsky
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From: Glyn & Paula Dutton
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:24:14 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Glyn Dutton
408 Eureka St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Christine Falvey
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project in SF
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:35:50 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in
lending my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation
Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the
coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and
families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep
families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’
playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently
available there for recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and
families is lacking in San Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an
uncommon opportunity to ameliorate the City’s documented shortfall of available
playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water
collection and testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of
groundwater quality and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the
site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding
neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night
sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase
the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will
help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission
to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.
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From: Tony, Leslie and Atticus
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Support Proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project-VOTE "No Substantial Issue"
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:39:35 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
 
Leslie Wong
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From: trianaa
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org
Subject: Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:42:17 PM

California Coastal Commission
725 Front Street, Suite 300
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Re: Permit Number A-2-SNF-12-020
Golden Gate Park Athletic Fields Renovation
Submission of Written Testimony

Dear Commissioner Shallenberg:

I am a San Francisco Parent and also a life-long conservationist. My family and I have an extensive
familiarity and a continuous history of usage and care taking of not only the soccer fields in question
but also Ocean Beach, the Beach Chalet, and the "west end" of Golden Gate Park in general. It is our
opinion, after much consideration, that the proposed synthetic turf renovation of the soccer fields would
be appropriate and beneficial to Golden Gate Park and San Francisco. We feel that many of the
objections to the development are overblown and impertinent: the area in question is not untrammeled
habitat or wilderness, it is a human dominated urban park/playground. The area is already highly and
continuously illuminated, as is necessary for the existing 24 hour a day usage of the adjacent beach
and highway. 

Furthermore, though we whole heartedly support coastal conservation, we question whether it is
appropriate in this case for the Coastal Commission to even be involved in second guessing the
already prolonged and well vetted proceedings of the government agencies properly responsible for this
decision concerning an existing urban facility. Please do not let the Coastal Commission be dragged
into the pseudo-naturists' and NIMBY's last chance "Hail Mary" ploy to keep the soccer fields
dysfunctional and locked up half the year.

Sincerely,

Robert T Anderson
221 Douglass St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Kristen Tucker
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Beach Chalet Fields
Date: Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:27:09 PM

Dear Coastal Commissioners:
My name is Kristen Tucker and I am a soccer player who has been playing soccer in
SF for over 20 years.  I am also now the mother of two kids who now play soccer in
SF as well.  I have been involved with many different leagues over the years (see
below), and the number one stress is finding enough fields for all of the kids and
adults who want to play soccer.  The 2nd biggest stress is when the fields close due
to rain and the subsequent scramble to reschedule cancelled games.  The addition of
artificial turf fields at Crocker Amazon and other sites in the City has allowed much
more access to every league and has eased some of the difficulties in finding fields,
esp. during rainy weather.  The Beach Chalet fields are another prime location for
soccer fields that could provide much needed access to soccer facilities rain or shine.

Along with being an athlete, I am also a biology teacher and a card-carrying
environmentalist, so I share your concern about preserving the California coastline in
it's natural state.  I know there are lots of arguments on both sides of the "turf or not
to turf" issue, but I do feel strongly that the fact that those fields need to be constantly
watered to maintain them is a real concern, and since we are not changing the
current use of the fields, the water argument seems a strong one in favor of moving to
turf.

I hope you will consider all sides of this issue.  We need this space to be preserved
for soccer playing, and we could really benefit from it being converted to all weather
turf.

Sincerely,

Kristen Tucker
Golden Gate Womens Soccer League
San Francisco Coed Recreational Soccer League
Vikings Youth Soccer League
Police Activities League Soccer
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From: jackbarry99@gmail.com on behalf of Jack Barry
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Dear Coastal Commission.....
Date: Saturday, May 04, 2013 7:06:06 PM

I write to support the City of San Francisco in its plans for artificial turf soccer fields
and lights for these same fields.

I proposed to the SF Supervisors that they create the Dept. of the Environment, and
the SF Environmental Commission, of which I was a member for the first two years.

I take  "environmental issues" with the utmost seriousness., but I  feel that the
benefits of the artificial turf in  reduced water consumption, and  maintenance costs
 are a MAJOR  point, and I 
see the possibility of night soccer as a real social plus.

If one pulls back, so to speak, and takes a higher perspectvie,  the amount of  
acreage that would be  affected... is  miniscule, and the assertion that birds would
be harmed....is  very debatable...

We don't close down SF International Airport, even though it has enormous impacts
on bird activity...   We want to, effectively,  block  "night soccer", and full time use
of the fields due to mud, and re-sodding
that natural fields require.  ???

Please think of the benefits of getting maximum  athletic usage from this site.,

John Barry.

Environmentalist  for  the City plan for the Soccer Fields at Beach Chalet.

Real Estate Sales & Management.  
Full Service. Half the Cost.
jackbarry99@gmail.com
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From: rarandajr_ciscokid
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Beach Chalet soccer fields
Date: Saturday, May 04, 2013 8:01:28 AM

Dear Sirs,  
As a dad who watched his two daughters play on these fields that where filled with
gopher holes and other obstacles,  please approve The City's proposed
improvements.

Thank you, 
Robert Aranda Jr.

Sent from Samsung tablet
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From: Janet
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Soccer field for families and fans
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 4:06:28 PM

Get serious, they have been there since 1933.  We need mixed use of GG park.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Patty DeVlieg
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: In SUPPROT of the improved soccer fields at Golden Gate Park
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:38:06 PM

Please count me among the supporters of the renovation proposed for the soccer fields at GG Park.
As a regular attendee at neighborhood meetings, I have heard a lot of complaining about the plan at
the Coalition of SF Neighborhoods and other venues.  These arguments are NIMBY-ism at its worst.
 Under a veil of concern for the environment, the complainers are against any change, especially if it
might bring unwanted light and noise into their neighborhood. And of course, there is the unspeakable
concern that they might bring undesired visitors from other neighborhoods, and even other
communities.  Let’s remember that GG Park is a shared public resource for recreational use by the
entire City and visitors to the City, and our kids need a decent place to play soccer.  In my
neighborhood, our renovated soccer fields at Crocker-Amazon Park have been a great success. Let’s
show the same spirit in GG Park, and let the games begin!
 
Patricia DeVlieg
679 Madrid Street
SF, CA
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From: Granger Tripp
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Western Golden Gate Park
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 10:38:38 AM

Commission Members,

Please do not block the planned improvements to the soccer fields on the western
edge of Golden Gate Park.  Having raised three kids in SF, I can attest to the
challenges of finding safe and useable athletic facilities in our City.  We all know the
challenges (natural and man made) of providing space for fields and the importance
of allowing kids to exercise.  The planned improvements are reasonable and modest.
 While natural grass sounds great, it is not practical and would, in the end, kill the
effort to upgrade the facilities.  Finding the right balance in the preservation of our
environment is a challenge. This is the time to support families and give a green
light to the improvements.

Thank you,

Granger E. Tripp
843 Elizabeth St.
SF CA 94114
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From: Laura Fisher
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: in favor of City Fields Beach Chalet project
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 10:18:13 AM

I support the proposed Beach Chalet City Fields project in San Francisco.  my children have played
on the fields and they were frequently potholed, muddy and often closed due to inclement
weather.  The renovation would create more play space for kids and families and create community
in a part of the city that has not been given much attention.  I sincerely hope this project gets
approved as it will be a benefit to San Francisco and its residents.
Thank you.
Laura
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From: John Fisher
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Turf Fields at Beach Chalet
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 7:43:51 AM

It makes no sense to replace the Beach Chalet soccer fields with anything but turf.
 The City cannot take care of these highly used fields which is why they have
potholes and are dangerous for the ankles and legs or the athletes who use them.
 Add to that the fact that turf fields save lots of water since they do not need to be
irrigated, and this is a huge win for the families of San Francisco.  That is why the
decision to install turf has been overwhelmingly approved by every SF governmental
agency that has voted and reviewed this.  I was in attendance at one of those
meetings and it was exciting and inspiring to see the young kids and their parents
and coaches and adults from very diverse backgrounds and neighborhoods all over
the city speaking on behalf of their park and their fields.  Please do not take this
away from them.

John Fisher
San Francisco
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From: David Wooll
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: I support the Beach Chalet Project as it is currently proposed
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:05:38 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
David Wooll
4317 21st ST #3
San Francisco, CA 94114
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From: Maureen Mcavoy
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Field renovation project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:45:16 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,
 
I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.
 
Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”
 
In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also,
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.”
 
Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this
much-needed renovation to proceed.
 
Sincerely,
Maureen McAvoy
435 Clipper Street
SF, CA 94114
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From: Ana Paula Quintanilla de Marti
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: Beach Chalet Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 3:27:20 PM

 Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks
Alliance (SFPA) as well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action
Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my strong support to the proposed
Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and encourage the
Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal.
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with
healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families
in San Francisco. I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow
this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the
fields’ playability and safety, while more than tripling the number of
hours currently available there for recreation. At a time when healthy
recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San Francisco, the
Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours,
especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden
Gate Park’s 1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an
extensive Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that
“with implementation of storm water collection and testing requirements,
the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality and
to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill
over the site’s boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the
surrounding neighborhoods. Also, the spillover would not affect the
amount of light of the night sky.”

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will
increase the recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and
families. It will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it,
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to
proceed.
Best,
Ana Paula Quintanilla de Marti
415.685.3120
www.maamam.com
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From: Deirdre Pharr
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 3:47:27 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am writing to tell you that I support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field 
Renovation Project, and encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” 
on the coastal permit appeal. This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, 
and families with healthy recreational opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow 
this much-needed renovation to proceed

Sincerely,
Deirdre Pharr
4930 17th Street 
SF CA 94117
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From: Diane Tateishi
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org
Subject: In support of Beach Chalet Field Renovation
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:03:41 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco Parks Alliance (SFPA) as 
well as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending 
my strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco.  I strongly 
support it, and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Diane Tateishi
256 Benton Ave
SF CA 94112
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From: Dan Cohen
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Support for Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:24:34 PM

Dear Commissioner Shallenberger,

I am in agreement with organizations like The San Francisco ParksAlliance (SFPA) as well 
as The San Francisco Parent Political Action Committee (SF Parent PAC) in lending my 
strong support to the proposed Beach Chalet Athletic Field Renovation Project, and 
encourage the Commission to vote “No Substantial Issue” on the coastal permit appeal. 
This project will provide thousands of youth, adults, and families with healthy recreational 
opportunities. Quite simply, it will help keep families in San Francisco. I strongly support it, 
and urge the Commission to allow this much-needed renovation to proceed

The Beach Chalet Project will be a significant public good, increasing the fields’ playability 
and safety, while more than tripling the number of hours currently available there for 
recreation. At a time when healthy recreation for both kids and families is lacking in San 
Francisco, the Beach Chalet Project represents an uncommon opportunity to ameliorate 
the City’s documented shortfall of available playfield recreation hours, especially for youth.

Although the Beach Chalet Soccer Project affects less than 1% of Golden Gate Park’s 
1,017 acres, it has been considered carefully through an extensive Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR). The EIR’s finding that “with implementation of storm water collection and 
testing requirements, the field would not contribute to degradation of groundwater quality 
and to Ocean Beach from groundwater outflow.”

In addition, the EIR asserts that the “proposed lighting is unlikely to spill over the site’s 
boundaries substantially enough to adversely affect the surrounding neighborhoods. Also, 
the spillover would not affect the amount of light of the night sky.” 

Once again, the new Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation Project will increase the 
recreational opportunities for thousands of youth, adults, and families. It will help keep 
families in San Francisco.  I strongly support it, and urge the Commission to allow this 
much-needed renovation to proceed.

Sincerely,
Dan Cohen
1468 Sanchez St.
San Francisco, CA 94131
415-648-7850
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From: Michael O"connor
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sarah.ballard@sfgov.org; jen@cityfieldsfoundation.org; Philip.Ginsburg@sfgov.org
Subject: On the lack of SF college soccer players....lack of fields.
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 5:02:48 PM

Dear Comm Shallenberger,

I am a soccer parent in SF. 

My daughter is a potential college player.  When she was in 6th grade it became
clear to me that her chances of playing soccer in college and receiving a potential
scholarship were greatly diminished if I did not help her get to  a better club team
OUTSIDE of San Francisco.  

Here is the quantitative breakdown of NCAA teams in Northern California and what
Northern California regions they have recruited or pulled players.:

TOTAL REGIONAL BREAKDOWN OF "BAY AREA" PLAYERS FROM 8 D1
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA UNIVERSITIES

9    northbay
29  eastbay/contra costa
23  penn / southbay
3    central valley
12  saccramento / nor cal
2    san francisco

I have attached the college-by college breakdown for each school below.

I think the fact that SF produced 2 NorCal college players out of 79 Bay Area players
is amazingly poor and reflects the lack of opportunity that currently exists for a
family in SF interested in soccer.  On top of this fact,  USF DONS don't even have 1
girl from San Francisco on their team.

This breakdown of NorCal NCAA rosters is a pretty sad reflection on SF and shows
why any family interested in an athletic future for their child needs to leave the
City....and shows why we need to stronger commitment to more fields and
upkeep....or turf.

-- 
Michael O'Connor
Parish Entertainment Group
1.888.477.9288 (of)
1.888.882.9288 (f)
415.637.1435 (c)

www.thenewparish.com-booking/partner
www.brickandmortarmusic.com- booking/partner
www.independentsf.com - partner

DAVIS
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1  northbay
6  eastbay/contra costa
3  penn / southbay
2  central valley
4  sack / nor cal
0  san francisco

CAL

1  northbay
8  eastbay/contra costa
3  penn / southbay
0  central valley
1  sack / nor cal
1  san francisco  (but player went to high school in marin)

STANFORD

1  northbay
1  eastbay/contra costa
3  penn / southbay
0  central valley
0  sack / nor cal
1  san francisco  (University High School)

ST MARYS

1 northbay
5  eastbay/contra costa
2  penn / southbay
1  central valley
2  sack / nor cal
0  san francisco

USF

1 northbay
0  eastbay/contra costa
2  penn / southbay
0  central valley
1  sack / nor cal
0  san francisco

9 players at USF come from So Cal and not one player on the team comes from San
Francisco...wow...thats's pretty sad.

SANTA CLARA

1  northbay
3  eastbay/contra costa
2  penn / southbay
0  central valley
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1  sack / nor cal
0  san francisco

SAN JOSE STATE

1  northbay
3  eastbay/contra costa
8  penn / southbay
0 central valley
2  sack / nor cal
0  san francisco

UC SANTA BARBARA

2  northbay
3  eastbay/contra costa
0  penn / southbay
0  central valley
1  sack / nor cal
 0 san francisco
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April 22, 2013

Mary Shallenberge; Chair
California Coastal Commission

45 ^rsmont Street. : •lite 2000

Ss i Francisco, CA 105-2219

Re: C *ach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation (Coastal Permit Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020)

Dear Chair Shallenberger and members of Coastal Commission,

I am one of the thousands of kids who play soccer in San Francisco and I support the renovation
of the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields.

Please vote "No Substantial Issue" on the coastal permit appeal and let us fix our fields.

Playing at the fields in Golden Gate Park means a lot to me, and I love spending time with my
friends on my team. Rebuilding the fields is important to me because I want to make sure that my
team and other kids like us can continue to play soccer in the city. Jp

Last year, the fields were closed much ofthe season and we had many games and practices *g*
cancelled due to light rain or when the fields were just a little wet. We need to have fields that are
in good condition so that everyone has an opportunity to play. There is just not enough space to
play right now. Renovating the Beach Chalet fields would add 9,000 more hours of playtime for
everyone to enjoy each year.

As youth soccer payers, we have spoken out again and again in favor of this project. Many of us
h?.ve written letters met with city officials, and attended meetings in City Hall. Last year, over
300 players showed up to testify in favor of this project at a Planning Commission meeting.

The time to fix the Beach Chalet Fields is now. Please vote "No Substantial Issue" on the Coastal
permit appeal and let us move forward and play ball.

Thanks,

R

ICr • School

San Francisco, California
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May 2, 2013 
 
Honorable Mary Shallenberger, Chair and Commission Members 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 
 
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields Renovation, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA 
 Permit Number: A-2-SNF-12-020 
 Hearing Date: Thursday, May 9, 2013 

Item No: Th15c    
 
 
Ms. Shallenberger and all other Commission Members: 
 
I am writing in support of this appeal.  I do not support the proposed project to renovate Golden 
Gate Park’s existing athletic fields with synthetic turf.  Instead, I support the Hybrid Alternative 
which would provide renovated natural grass fields.  We need to protect the natural green open 
spaces that San Francisco has. 
 
Most artificial turf fields, including the type proposed for this project, are made out of thousands 
of used tires.  Even though the project reuses something that would otherwise get thrown away, 
tires were never designed to be used as playing surfaces.  They are extremely toxic because they 
contain high amounts of lead, chromium, zinc, and other heavy metals.  As a parent, I am 
appalled that we are still considering using such toxic material on surfaces where our children 
play.  We regulate chemical usage in toys and playground structures, so playing fields should be 
no different. 
 
We need to teach our children to respect the environment by leaving them clean, safe places to 
play.  Natural habitats should be respected, especially where humans and native animals 
currently coexist.  Also, we should maintain (and expand) opportunities for carbon sequestration.  
Natural grass fields will help us do this.  As a California Coastal Commission member, please 
support this effort to protect our park.  
 
When this project for artificial turf was studied for approval, the alternative, for natural grass 
fields, was never studied.  I attended the Artificial Turf Task Force meetings in San Francisco in 
2008 and we were not allowed to compare artificial turf to its natural alternative.  How can we 
find an appropriate playing surface material without analyzing the other common choice? 
 
Although much of the fields come from recycled product, no manufacturer has yet been able to 
recycle the artificial turf.  By choosing artificial turf, we are committing to buy more product 
from the manufacturer every ten years (which is the manufacturer’s recommended life span of 
the product).  Also, we are then responsible as a city to dispose of the old artificial turf into a 
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landfill when landfill costs continue to rise.  San Francisco has a goal of no landfill waste by the 
year 2030.  I was told that the Recreation and Parks Department would be exempt from this goal 
so that they could use artificial turf.  It is beyond unreasonable to expect residents and businesses 
to comply with an admirable goal of no landfill waste if the Recreation and Parks Department is 
not required to do the same. 
 
Artificial turf is not protected by warranty if people use strollers, bicycles, or wheelchairs on it.  
We should not be taking land that was previously accessible to all and make it inaccessible to 
many San Franciscans.  As an architect, I am trained in making buildings accessible for all.  It is 
imperative that we make ALL public spaces accessible, especially spaces that started that way. 
 
Artificial turf must have a drainage system installed instead of letting the soil drain naturally.  In 
San Francisco, we already cannot handle all of our waste water on some rainy days.  With each 
artificial turf field we add, we must accommodate more waste water, some of which inevitably 
gets poured out into the bay without first being treated.  In San Francisco, we are encouraging 
residents to convert their concrete yards into permeable surfaces so we should not be willing to 
cover up large expanses of existing permeable surfaces in park land. 
 
Proponents of artificial turf only have two arguments.  First, they claim we’ll save money on 
water.  This is true, however we will not save as much as they claim.  Artificial turf requires 
water (and disinfectants) to be cleaned on a regular basis, and water is used to cool the fields 
when they reach high temperatures.  Field surfaces can be much higher (by forty to fifty degrees) 
than the air temperature.  Second, they claim that soccer teams will get more hours of playing 
time.  This is also true, but again the gains in hours are not as high as they claim. 
 
We should not be willing to decimate these fields in order to provide a few more hours of soccer 
playing.  The future costs to our city are too high and the health of our children needs to be 
respected, not ignored. 
 
Please stand up for our children, our park’s future, and our environment.  Vote to appeal 
the decision to renovate the existing athletic fields in Golden Gate Park with artificial turf. 
 
Thank you very much in advance for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
--Edward Pertcheck, Architect 
L.E.E.D. Accredited Professional 
83 Scotia Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94124 
(415) 336-1593 
epertcheck@yahoo.com 
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From: Brian Colfer
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: San Francisco Soccer Fields
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:55:05 AM

These fields are an important part of the sporting cultural fabric of the community.  They can be a
wonderful place to enjoy the community of sport with the careful restoration plans.  Please allow these
fields to flourish.

Sent from my iPad
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From: Deborah Robbins
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Soccer fields should stay natural
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 8:14:11 AM

Coastal Commissioners:

I write in opposition to the plan to cover four fields in Golden Gate Park with 
artificial turf and surround them with tall lights. This plan recognizes no value in the 
trees, plants, insect life, and wildlife that call that meadow home now. I understand 
that the development plan also calls for the construction of bleacher seating, parking 
areas, and sidewalks. These amenities for humans would destroy this area as habitat 
for other species. Surely we can arrive at a compromise that does not destroy this 
meadow. Golden Gate Park is this city's green heart. How appalling for a visitor to 
come across a green stretch of our park that is fake and lifeless! I do sympathize 
with parents who want their children to enjoy the benefits of outdoor play. I would 
respectfully suggest that our children would be better served by an experience of a 
functioning ecosystem, with its occasional inconveniences, than by paving one more 
bit of paradise. 

Thank you for taking my views into consideration.
 
Deborah Robbins
robbinsdeborah@gmail.com
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From: John Frediani
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: beach chalet
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:54:51 AM

I support the commissions decision to block the destruction of the soccer fields.

Sent from my iPad
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From: David
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Artificial turf in Golden Gate Park
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:47:44 PM

Dear Commissioners,
 
As a long-time surfer at Ocean Beach I am opposed to the installation of artificial turf at
the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields.  The run-off from the proposed artificial turf is toxic and
will pollute the ocean and endanger the health of beach goers. Not to mention the health
of the children playing on the fields and the wildlife of the Park.  This is a misbegotten
plan.  Contrary to the editorial in the San Francisco Chronicle,  the overwhelming message
from San Francisco to the Coastal Commission is that we don't want artificial turf in Golden
Gate Park.
 
David Romano
759 La Playa St., #1
San Francisco CA 94121
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From: David Ambruster
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Natural turf
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:48:20 PM

I am a homeowner and parent living two blocks from Golden Gate Park and four blocks from Ocean
Beach.
I support the Coastal Commission staff report calling for natural turf on the soccer fields at Beach
Chalet.  There is no place for artificial turf in this area.  Grass fields can be used for soccer- in fact they
are better and healthier for children.  They also maintain the natural feel of the park.
I also support recommendations for limiting artificial lighting to protect bird life.

 Thank you for hearing all opinions,
       Yours,
             David Ambruster
             1462 45th Ave.
             San Francisco, CA
             94122
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From: Rosanne Liggett
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: NO TO OCEAN BEACH Development
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:16:14 PM

Greetings CCC: 
 
I disagree with today's Chronicle Editorial about the proposed development at
Ocean Beach soccer fields.
 
Your staff recommendations are right. A soccer field development at Ocean
Beach would be environmentally harmful to the stated Golden Gate Park mission  for a
naturalistic environment at the ocean end of the park and other issues.. Night time lighting
would destroy enjoyment of sunset and darkness that is increasingly rare
in our urban life. 
 
It is urgent that responsible people resist the temptation to destroy natural areas for
the ever insistent demands of developers, investors, and politicians who bend to 
the winds. More soccer fields can be developed in SF without creating the 
environmental harm that the Ocean Beach area would suffer. 
 
Please hold your stand and resist the powerful influences to the contrary. I live in
Bernal Heights in San Francisco and enjoy the beach and western end of the park
as it is. I attended the Board of Supervisor's hearing on this topic and was shocked
at the lack of serious consideration given to the opponents of this project. Unfortunately,
in SF these days, there is a wave of development happening all over and the Director
of Parks & Recreation is a controversial figure on many projects for privatizing areas
of the public park system.
 
Thank you to the CCC staff for an informed and intelligent report on this matter.
 
Sincerely, Rosanne Liggett 
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From: Cynthia Cudaback
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: astroturf?
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:18:27 PM

re: soccer fields in western GG park.

I'm with you on this one - not digging the astroturf/sensitive
environment combination. Have you published any information about the
specific problems of asturf? Does it count as permeable or impermeable,
and how does it affect water quality?

I can't access your website right now, possibly because the editors of
the Chronicle solicited letters in support of the astroturf for the
soccer field. If you send me some information about astroturf and water
quality, I'll share it with my students in East Bay elementary and
middle schools.

keep up the good fight!

     Cynthia Cudaback, PhD
     OceanAndYou.com
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From: Carol Polk
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Thank you, thank you
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 2:13:07 PM

The SF Chronicle asked readers to tell you how we feel about the proposals to
"improve" the soccer fields near Ocean Beach.  Please accept my sincerest thanks for
keeping focused on issues much larger than whether some people need more places
to play games later in the day.

Yesterday I told the Mayor, the head of Rec and Park, and my local Supervisor of my
appreciation of your actions.  I'm happy to add these thanks, although I don't think
Ed Lee will be.

The Chronicle is all wet in its assault on  the Commission in this matter.
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From: Jonica Brooks
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Please do not replace grass with plastic turf and glaring sodium lights!
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 5:10:50 PM

>>
>> Dear Costal Commissioners:
>> Please heed the environmental concerns around the replacement of grass for astro-turf and high
pressure sodium lighting in the Beach Chalet area, and say 'No' to the astro-turf and extreme lighting.
Now more than ever we need to promote well being for our environment and truly live on our planet in
more sustainable ways.  My friends who have kids that do play on astro-turf will tell you that they find
pieces of astro-turf all over the house when the kids come in after playing on those plastic fields. Please
do not approve toxic plastics that will only end up in our environment and ocean!  Additionally, please
heed the concerns of the neighbors that live in the area and do not want the 'sun' still shining at 10PM.
A decision in the right direction would force us all to find more sustainable ways to fix up that area.
>> Thank you,
>> Jonica Brooks RN
>> 3804-23rd Street
>> San Francisco CA
>> 94114
>
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From: Michael Aubert
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Let nature be!
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 8:36:11 PM

Please do not cave in to those who would destroy the natural environment of Golden
Gate Park and reject the insane ball field proposal. No artificial turf, no lighting!!
There are plenty of other sites to build artificial soccer fields, but not in Golden Gate
Park!

Sent from San Francisco Chronicle for iPad Download the App here
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From: SF Ocean Edge
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Beach Chalet - I support the Staff Report and am opposed to the artificial turf and sports lights
Date: Saturday, May 04, 2013 1:28:40 AM

This is to write in support of the excellent Staff Report. 
 
Kids need soccer, but they also need nature.  Golden Gate Park is the heritage for the future for all
kids.  Please continue to protect the Park!
 
SF Ocean Edge
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From: jblanchard07@comcast.net
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Block the fields
Date: Saturday, May 04, 2013 10:16:00 AM

I have sent the flowing letter to the SF Chronicle in response to their Editorial
myopically and brainlessly calling for artificial turf and night lighting at the west end of
Golden Gate Park.  Don't let them do it.  Thanks.  jb
 
Thanks to your Editorial "Don't block fields" May 3, I have sent a note to the California
Coastal Commission requesting just that.  Although, at the current pace of urban
development, we may soon be able to take a short stroll along a foot bridge to Oakland
and back from one side of the City let's make an effort to preserve some of the naturalness
we have left on the Western Edge.  Kids can play Soccer on grass.  They've done so for
years.  If GG Park can maintain a thousand acres of beautiful lawns why can't they maintain
4 soccer fields?  Perhaps the money spent on artificial turf and stadium lighting would be
better used to invest in a new rototiller or mower.  Or an extra Gardner.  That wind swept
side of the City still has an Ocean Beach feel to it even with the streets and houses.  Don't
blow it by mimicking, and mocking, nature with fake grass and sunlight.  CCC - Block the
fields!
 

John Blanchard
Pacifica
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From: Jessica Dervin-Ackerman
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Subject: Beach Chalet Appeal
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 11:36:36 AM

                                                                                                   May 9th, 2013 CCC
Hearing

Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020

Jessica Dervin-Ackerman

Oppose Project and Support Staff Report

 

May 5,
2013                                                                                                                           
 

 

Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair

California Coastal Commission

45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000

San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

 

Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA

                            (Staff has been copied on this letter)

 

Dear Ms. Shallenberger,

 

I support the Staff Report, and I encourage you to do so also.  

 

Renovating the Beach Chalet fields with natural grass and minimal or no lighting is a
practical solution to the needs for a playing field within Golden Gate Park and the Coastal
Zone.

 

However, the  Beach Chalet project as proposed would not only destroy the naturalistic
character of the western end of Golden Gate Park, but it would also directly destroy over
7 acres of habitat and have a negative impact on habitat for a much wider area.  The
proposed artificial turf soccer complex limits use by the general public of a public area
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that should be open to everyone for multi-use.   The 150,000 watts of stadium lights on
60 foot poles would light up the western edge of the Park and the beach, impacting the
enjoyment of this area, which  is now used by families for enjoying the sunset, strolling
along the Promenade at dusk, sitting by a fire ring or learning about astronomy through
star - gazing.  

The Staff Report addresses all of those issues in a practical, feasible manner, and I
recommend that you adopt it.

 

I also encourage you to look at alternatives, in particular the proposed Hybrid
Alternative.  This alternative will provide hours of play for our children while protecting
the habitat and naturalistic character of Golden Gate Park and the beauty of Ocean
Beach.    

 

Thank you for your consideration.

 

Sincerely,

Jessica Dervin-Ackerman

548 43rd St. Apt A. 
Oakland, CA 94609
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From: Barbara Conahan
To: CoastalBeachChaletAppeal
Cc: Barbara Jeanne Conahan
Subject: Soccer Field GGP SF
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:29:31 PM

Coastal Commission Members,

I urge the members of the Commision to recommend a permeable landscaped ( grass) soccer field
without floodlights in Golden Gate Park. Water and air needs to penetrate the soil to reduce storm sewer
flooding, filter rainwater, and produce oxygen.  Natural lighting, versus floodlights, preserves the night
sky for viewing the stars and planets  so that the immense nature of the universe can be pondered and
appreciated.   It is documented that our youth are now increasingly alienated from nature (nature deficit
disorder).  Survival  of our planet and future generations depends on appreciation, respect, and
exposure to the natural world.  The impact of animal habitats in the west end of the park need to be
valued in your  decision making as well.

Please consider all of the above criteria, there are other locations nearby that already have commercial
and residential lighting and space.  Please view a light pollution map of the earth to understand the
importance of preserving dark space in San Francisco.

Sincerely,

Barbara Conahan and H.E. Scott Miller

FYI:

We met in GGP playing coed soccer in the 1970's!
I am a nurse practitioner and highly value  and  teach the importance of exercise, nutrition, and
prevention of obesity/disease.
We have a child who grew up in SF and actively participated in organizes sports.
We value safe activity choices for youth, young acults and adults and seniors.
We are star gazers whenever possible in our foggy and brightly lit city.
We care deeply about people, nature, and the planet.
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From: dslark@juno.com
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
Subject: Hearing May 9th re Beach Chalet Athletic Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:33:07 PM

Dear Mr. Kahn
 
Please be in receipt of the below letter concerning the Beach Chalet Athletic Fields:
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 May 9th, 2013 CCC Hearing

Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020
Dorothy Sprey

Oppose Project and Support Staff Report
May 6, 2013                                                                                                                             
 
Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
 
Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA
                      Staff has been copied on this letter
 
Dear Ms. Shallenberger,
 
My name is Dorothy Sprey I am a  longtime resident (since 1993) of Larkspur CA and the San Francisco Bay Area (since the 1960's)
 
Although I live in Marin County now Ocean Beach and Golden Gate park are among my favorite places to visit - I love the beach, the Beach/Park Chalet
facilities and Java Beach coffee house on Judah.
 
I am so upset and opposed to the current San Francisco City plan to install artificial turf and bight lighting until 10PM (!!) on the Beach Chalet Athletic
Fields.
 
Especially with the lighting it will completely alter the experience of being at the beach and ruin the views all along that section of coast for example from
the Cliff House.
 
I also understand that artificial turf is not exactly the best thing for the environment and will increase toxic runoff into the nearby ocean.
 
I understand the need for upgrades to serve the children of San Francisco to better give them a safe place to play sports and am in support of what I
understand to be your recommendation of upgraded (natural) turf and lighting but not the artificial turf and bright bright lighting until 10PM at night.
 
Please please vote Thursday to endorse the Coastal Commission's plan and not to approve artificial turf and obtrusive night lighting.
 

 
Sincerely,
 
 
Dorothy Sprey
P O Box 5207/9 Escalle Lane
Larkspur, CA 94977
dslark@juno.com
 
 
cc:       Kevin Kahn, Coastal Planner, North Coast Central District
           Kevin.Kahn@coastal. ca.gov
 
           San Francisco Ocean Edge
           sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
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From: Ed Ow
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
Subject: SF Beach Chalet Athletic Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:08:48 PM

Dear Mr. Kahn:
 
I am a native San Franciscan, and I was part of a volunteer group of 30-40
individuals, under the auspices of the SF Recreation and Parks Department and the
Friends of the SF Recreation and Parks, who worked on the fourth Saturday morning
of each month from 1997 through 2007 to clean up Golden Gate Park's West End,
which had become overgrown, trash-filled, and unsafe to walk through.
 
Over the 100+ Saturday morning workdays, we removed deadwood and ground
debris, pruned trees and shrubs, and put in plants along the several West End
paths, that now provides a wonderful area for the enjoyment of the public who can
safely stroll and bike through the area.  The West End clean-up also brought a 
diversity of birds and and other small wildlife to the entire natural woodland area.
 
I am strongly opposed to the current proposed renovation of the Beach Chalet
Athletic Fields facility. 
 
The expansion of soccer fields, the proposed tower nighttime lighting, the expansion
of parking (which has already caused traffic problems and pedestrian safety issues in
area), the spectator seating, as well as year-round use of the soccer fields, will all
drastically diminish the natural woodlands character of the West End.
 
Growing up in San Francisco, I am cognizant of the need to provide our younger
generation with recreational facilities.  I have actively supported the development
and maintenance of our many city neighborhood parks and recreation centers that
serve our city's youths.
 
However, Golden Gate Park, and especially its West End, allows our current and
future generation of San Franciscans to also enjoy the tranquil natural
woodlands environment in the midst of an highly urban city.
 
Thank-you for your attention.
 
Sincerely,
 
Ed Ow
4216 Fulton Street
San Francisco,  CA  94121
ed4216@gmail.com
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From: Ruben Shapiro
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:45:32 PM

May 9th, 2013 CCC Hearing

Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020

Ruben Shapiro

Oppose Project and Support Staff Report

Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair

California Coastal Commission

                   Dear Ms. Shallenberger,

My name is Ruben Shapiro. I am a San Francisco resident . I am writing to let you
know that I support the CCC staff report. Also, i oppose the artificial turf being put
into our beloved golden gate park. Not only does this park bring me and all the SF
residents joy in the state that it is currently in, but there are also countless other
forms of life both plant and animal that will be adversely affected by the lights and
turf. Please let's preserve this unique and awesome place.thank u!!! And have a
lovely day.
Sincerely,
Ruben 
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From: kirk mccabe
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:52:04 PM

May 9th, 2013 CCC Hearing

Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020

Oppose Project and Support Staff Report

May 6, 2013                                                                                                                         

 Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair

California Coastal Commission

45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000

San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate 
Park, San Francisco, CA

                     

 Dear Ms. Shallenberger,

As a former resident of the area-Fulton and 46th(but a 
current park user-surfing/birding/hiking ) I would like to 
express my opposition to the terrible astro turf/mega 
outdoor light etc. plan, that would essentially destroy the 
natural character of this area of Golden Gate Park, by 
transforming it into an industrial type facility. As a surfer I 
am concerned about chemicals/dioxins etc. leaching out of 
the synthetic turf and inevitably entering the ocean, as well 
as the harm off gassing etc. will inflict. Eliminating the 
grass which is a crucial part of the food chain for local and 
migrating wildlife/birds would be tragic.  The massive 
stadium lighting system would create light pollution that 
will disturb local residents, as well as wildlife.  I urge you 
to implement the Alternative Plan which involves planting 
real grass for kids to play soccer on, and not putting in 
stadium lighting, in order to preserve the natural character 
of the park. 
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Sincerely,

Kirk McCabe

25 Palm Ave

San Rafael Ca

94901

cc:       Kevin Kahn, Coastal Planner, North Central Coast 
District

           Kevin.Kahn@coastal.ca.gov  

Click here to read the Appeal Notice.
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From: Christopher Sproul
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Opposition to Beach Chalet Artificial Turf Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 11:55:28 AM

Agenda Item: Thursday, May 9, 15c

App. #A-2-SNF-12-020
                                                                                                         
  
  
California Coastal Commission                                                   
Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000415
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

 
Dear Hon. Shallenberger,
 
I am a long-time resident of San Francisco, parent of an 11-
year-old child, frequent user of Golden Gate Park and Ocean
Beach and I am writing to express my strong opposition to the
proposal to cover the natural grass Beach Chalet Soccer
Fields in Golden Gate Park with artificial turf and install
stadium lighting. Rather, I believe if the proponents of this
project really want to do what is best for the City, its residents,
and the legacy of Golden Gate Park, the Beach Chalet Fields
should be rehabilitated with real turf and no lights, as the
Coastal Commission staff also suggests, and the artificial turf
project should be implemented at the West Sunset
Playground fields.
 
I disagree with the apparent conclusion by the Planning
Department and Rec and Park Board that covering the west
end of Golden Gate Park with artificial turf is in any way
consistent with the history or appropriate use of Golden Gate
park, or any land near the Pacific Ocean. It is hard to believe
the project was approved given the conclusion by Planning
that the project would cause a substantial change to a
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significant historical resource.
 
Thousands of people visit the West End of GG Park every
day, residents and tourists alike. The view of the West End of
the park from the Great Highway, Sutro Park, and other parts
of the City will be negatively affected by stadium lighting
towers. Thousands of volunteer hours and millions of donor
dollars have been spent in the efforts to renovate and maintain
the nearby windmills to restore the historic beauty and quality
of Golden Gate Park, and now proponents want to cover
acres of nearby grass--just hundreds of yards away from the
windmills on one side and Ocean Beach on the other--with
artificial turf and stadium lighting? Absurd.
 
Environmentally, removal of 9 acres of natural grass will
destroy necessary habitat to birds, butterflies and other
wildlife, and no mitigation is proposed. This boggles the mind
in light of the ongoing efforts of the National Park Service to
convert the Golden Gate National Recreation Area into a more
protected National Park in which human and domestic animal
use will be highly restricted in the adjacent Ocean Beach and
Fort Funston areas. Installation of ten 60’ towers with stadium
lighting that will remain on until 10:00 pm every night is
completely contrary with not only the historic and wild nature
of the West End of Golden Gate Park, but of Ocean Beach
and the GGNRA. 
 
The proponents of this project seem to be holding the City
hostage. They seem to say "our way or the highway," as I
have read reports that the offer to do the turfing project is only
open as long as it is done at the Beach Chalet fields. This is
also unacceptable. There is only one Golden Gate Park.
There is only one Ocean Beach. There is no recycling of the
artificial turf plastic and tire crumb rubber, and in 8-10 years
400 tons of debris will go to the landfill. We know fish and
birds are dying from eating plastic pellet "nurdles"
(http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?
f=/c/a/2011/10/29/MNF91LNMLB.DTL),  why wouldn't wildlife
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that lives or migrates through GG Park also knowingly or
unwittingly consume tire crumbs, to their certain detriment?
 
It is much healthier, less expensive and more environmentally
sustainable for the City to restore the natural grass fields, and
those fields can be maintained beautifully as has been shown
by the newly refurbished Polo Fields. One can't play on them
in the pouring rain or on a cold night, but is that such a bad
thing?
 
In addition, I did not see anything in the EIR about the relative
impact on the park and surrounding neighborhoods of
thousands of additional people who will use the Beach Chalet
soccer fields until 10 p.m. every night.
 
Project Alternative Number 2, renovating the West Sunset
Fields with artificial turf, is a much better plan. There will be no
adverse and significant negative historical impact. The
neighborhood already has street lighting, and Saint Ignatius
High School is nearby which also has athletic lighting in place.
In addition to SI, Sunset Elementary and Giannini Middle
School are nearby and their students could benefit from the
use of turf fields during school-day hours. The West Sunset
playground has already been renovated, so the costs
associated with creating the proposed adjacent play/recreation
area would be unnecessary. In addition, the branch library
there has just been redone. While the long-term safety of tire
crumb use is still debated, West Sunset Fields are not located
in an environmentally sensitive area.
 
In addition, and importantly, any use of artificial turf fields at
West Sunset rather than GG Park could involve not only the
creation of more turf soccer fields, but also turf baseball fields.
Demand is great for baseball fields in San Francisco. While I
am not a proponent of playing through inclement weather, and
am not a fan of artificial turf, it is unfortunate that after a
Spring rainstorm, when the sun comes out and the kids are
chomping at the bit to play baseball or soccer, fields can
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remain closed for 24 or more hours after the last drop has
fallen because of standing water and field saturation. West
Sunset is less than 2 miles from the Beach Chalet, is not in an
historically protected park, is not in an environmentally
sensitive area, and would provide additional access not only to
after-school and adult sports teams from all over San
Francisco, but school kids from three immediately adjacent
schools, a public library and playground.
 
I urge you to reject the proposal to cover the Beach Chalet
soccer fields with artificial turf and install stadium lighting, and
to recommend the alternative proposals that the Beach Chalet
fields be rehabilitated with natural grass, no stadium lighting,
and that artificial turf be installed at the West Sunset fields.
 
Thank you for consideration of this email.

-Chris Sproul

 

-- 
Christopher Sproul
Environmental Advocates
5135 Anza Street
San Francisco, California 94121
Phone: (415) 533-3376
Fax: (415) 358-5695
E-mail:  csproul@enviroadvocates.com
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From: George Consagra
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: Opposition to Beach Chalet Artificial Turf Soccer Fields
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 11:28:38 AM

Agenda Item: Thursday, May 9, 15c
App. #A-2-SNF-12-020
                                                                                                            
  
California Coastal Commission                                                   
Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000415
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

 
Dear Hon. Shallenberger,
 
I am a resident of San Francisco, parent of a youth athlete, frequent 
user of Golden Gate Park and Ocean Beach and San Francisco Little 
League and Vikings Soccer parent, and I am writing to express my 
strong opposition to the proposal to cover the natural grass Beach 
Chalet Soccer Fields in Golden Gate Park with artificial turf and install 
stadium lighting. Rather, I believe if the proponents of this project really 
want to do what is best for the City, its residents, and the legacy of 
Golden Gate Park, the Beach Chalet Fields should be rehabilitated with 
real turf and no lights, as the Coastal Commission staff also suggests, 
and the artificial turf project should be implemented at the West Sunset 
Playground fields.
 
I disagree with the apparent conclusion by the Planning Department 
and Rec and Park Board that covering the west end of Golden Gate 
Park with artificial turf is in any way consistent with the history or 
appropriate use of Golden Gate park, or any land near the Pacific 
Ocean. It is hard to believe the project was approved given the 
conclusion by Planning that the project would cause a substantial 
change to a significant historical resource.
 
Thousands of people visit the West End of GG Park every day, 
residents and tourists alike. The view of the West End of the park from 
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the Great Highway, Sutro Park, and other parts of the City will be 
negatively affected by stadium lighting towers. Thousands of volunteer 
hours and millions of donor dollars have been spent in the efforts to 
renovate and maintain the nearby windmills to restore the historic 
beauty and quality of Golden Gate Park, and now proponents want to 
cover acres of nearby grass--just hundreds of yards away from the 
windmills on one side and Ocean Beach on the other--with artificial turf 
and stadium lighting? Absurd.
 
Environmentally, removal of 9 acres of natural grass will destroy 
necessary habitat to birds, butterflies and other wildlife, and no 
mitigation is proposed. This boggles the mind in light of the ongoing 
efforts of the National Park Service to convert the Golden Gate National 
Recreation Area into a more protected National Park in which human 
and domestic animal use will be highly restricted in the adjacent Ocean 
Beach and Fort Funston areas. Installation of ten 60’ towers with 
stadium lighting that will remain on until 10:00 pm every night is 
completely contrary with not only the historic and wild nature of the 
West End of Golden Gate Park, but of Ocean Beach and the GGNRA. 
 
The proponents of this project seem to be holding the City hostage. 
They seem to say "our way or the highway," as I have read reports that 
the offer to do the turfing project is only open as long as it is done at the 
Beach Chalet fields. This is also unacceptable. There is only one 
Golden Gate Park. There is only one Ocean Beach. There is no 
recycling of the artificial turf plastic and tire crumb rubber, and in 8-10 
years 400 tons of debris will go to the landfill. In addition, from what I 
can tell by going to Crocker Amazon, I would be surprised if highly used 
artificial turf fields get the 10 year lifespan described in the EIR. The 
Crocker fields are already showing substantial wear, and during soccer 
games even two and three years ago my son's shoes would be filled 
with tire crumb bits after every soccer game or practice at Kimball and 
Crocker. We know fish and birds are dying from eating plastic pellet 
"nurdles" (http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?
f=/c/a/2011/10/29/MNF91LNMLB.DTL),  why wouldn't wildlife that lives 
or migrates through GG Park also knowingly or unwittingly consume tire 
crumbs, to their certain detriment?
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It is much healthier, less expensive and more environmentally 
sustainable for the City to restore the natural grass fields, and those 
fields can be maintained beautifully as has been shown by the newly 
refurbished Polo Fields. One can't play on them in the pouring rain or 
on a cold night, but is that such a bad thing?
 
In addition, I did not see anything in the EIR about the relative impact 
on the park and surrounding neighborhoods of thousands of additional 
people who will use the Beach Chalet soccer fields until 10 p.m. every 
night.
 
Project Alternative Number 2, renovating the West Sunset Fields with 
artificial turf, is a much better plan. There will be no adverse and 
significant negative historical impact. The neighborhood already has 
street lighting, and Saint Ignatius High School is nearby which also has 
athletic lighting in place. In addition to SI, Sunset Elementary and 
Giannini Middle School are nearby and their students could benefit from 
the use of turf fields during school-day hours. The West Sunset 
playground has already been renovated, so the costs associated with 
creating the proposed adjacent play/recreation area would be 
unnecessary. In addition, the branch library there has just been redone. 
While the long-term safety of tire crumb use is still debated, West 
Sunset Fields are not located in an environmentally sensitive area.
 
In addition, and importantly, any use of artificial turf fields at West 
Sunset rather than GG Park could involve not only the creation of more 
turf soccer fields, but also turf baseball fields. Demand is great for 
baseball fields in San Francisco. While I am not a proponent of playing 
through inclement weather, and am not a fan of artificial turf, it is 
unfortunate that after a Spring rainstorm, when the sun comes out and 
the kids are chomping at the bit to play baseball or soccer, fields can 
remain closed for 24 or more hours after the last drop has fallen 
because of standing water and field saturation. West Sunset is less than 
2 miles from the Beach Chalet, is not in an historically protected park, is 
not in an environmentally sensitive area, and would provide additional 
access not only to after-school and adult sports teams from all over San 
Francisco, but school kids from three immediately adjacent schools, a 
public library and playground.
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I urge you to reject the proposal to cover the Beach Chalet soccer fields 
with artificial turf and install stadium lighting, and to recommend the 
alternative proposals that the Beach Chalet fields be rehabilitated with 
natural grass, no stadium lighting, and that artificial turf be installed at 
the West Sunset fields.
 
Thank you for consideration of this email.
George Consagra

San Francisco, CA 94118
163 5th Avenue
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                                                                                                   May 9th, 2013 CCC Hearing 
Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020 

Mark Di Giorgio 
Oppose Project and Support Staff Report 

 
May 6, 2013                                                                                                                               
  
Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair 
California Coastal Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219 
  
Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA  
                      Staff has been copied on this letter 
  
Dear Ms. Shallenberger, 
  
I am a San Francisco homeowner with my residence at 38th Avenue between Cabrillo and Fulton Streets.  I 
live one-half block from Golden Gate Park and I participate in many athletic activities in Golden Gate Park, 
from running the trails, playing golf, or playing flag football at the Polo Fields/Beach Chalet Fields.  As a 
frequent user of the park, I am deeply troubled by the proposed changes to the Beach Chalet athletic fields.  
My concern is centered on retaining the natural beauty of the park: 

• I do not support the removal of trees to accommodate field upgrades including spectator viewing.  
Why do we need such a large viewing area?  One only needs to go 1 mile east to the Polo Fields, 
which is a much larger space for athletic events (at which I participate), to confirm that many seats 
are not needed for spectators - I never have seen spectator counts over 100 people.  In fact, I feel the 
viewing area is not needed at all. 

• I do not support the replacement of grass with synthetic grass/turf.  Bacteria issues (and there are 
many) aside, I and others who participate in athletics greatly prefer natural grass. 

• I do not support the installation of lights.  In addition to being in a park, the fields are adjacent to the 
beach.  Let’s keep the park and beach natural and they way there were meant to be – without tall, 
obtrusive lighting structure.  As someone who lives in the area, I would be perturbed if the night sky 
were illuminated until 10:00PM. 

 
I am very pleased that the California Coastal Commission staff report rejects the Beach Chalet athletic field 
upgrades.  And I support the CCC staff report findings and hope that the CCC continues to support the 
Beach Chalet field area as a natural park by rejecting the amputation of trees, the installation lights, and the 
removal of grass. 
 

  
Sincerely, 
  

 Mark Di Giorgio 
 
Mark Di Giorgio 
819 38th Avenue 
San Francisco, CA  94121 
  
cc:       Kevin Kahn, Coastal Planner, North Central Coast District 
           Kevin.Kahn@coastal.ca.gov   
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From: William Crowley
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: My comments on why the CCC should reject the proposed changes for the Beach Chalet soccer fields near

Ocean Beach in San Francisco
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 3:50:51 PM

Dear Mr. Kahn and California Coastal Commissioners,
 
Hello.  I strongly urge the California Coastal Commission (CCC) to rule that a plastic turf –
rubber crumb soccer field (at the Beach Chalet soccer field in Golden Gate Park in San
Francisco) that would be approximately 155 yds (465 feet) east of where the sand begins (in
the west direction) at Ocean Beach is too close to Ocean Beach. 
 
It is too close because of the probable contamination of Ocean Beach from the approximate
600,000 pounds of tiny toxic tire particles that will be there if that plastic turf – rubber crumb
field is placed there.
 
There’s a gradual downward slope of the ground from the west edge of the existing grass
field to the beach and thus rain and gravity would bring these toxic rubber particles to the
sand of Ocean Beach (and ultimately to the Pacific Ocean).
 
A report was submitted on March 28, 2006 by Ardea Consulting (Woodland, CA) to the
Turfgrass Producers International (East Dundee, IL) that was titled, An Assessment of
Environmental Toxicity and Potential Contamination from Artificial Turf using
Shredded or Crumb Rubber. 
 
This report discusses the toxicity of tire rubber and small rubber particles from tires. 
 
It’s a 43 page report that can be read here:
http://www.ardeacon.com/pdf/Assessment_Environmental_Toxicity_Report.pdf
 
Here’s what the report says about the toxicity of tire and tire particles on aquatic organisms
(page 17):
 
********* start of excerpt ********
 
Aquatic Toxicity
Laboratory research has been performed to determine whether substances toxic to aquatic
organisms could be leached from tire rubber. Both whole tires were soaked in water, and tire
pieces were used. Organisms were exposed to just the leachate, or were exposed to the water
with the tire rubber present.
 
In one study, tires were cut into 5 to 10-cm pieces with a ratio of 200 g of tire material to   1
L of water. Almost all rainbow trout fry exposed in this manner died in the first 24
hours and most of the remainder died within the following 24 hours. Water was
replaced and same tire scraps were extracted over a 52-day period, leading to similar
mortality throughout the entire period. When the tests were repeated with the same
water, but the tire scraps removed, the water was still toxic to fish indicating the toxic
substance from the tire was water soluble (Goudey and Barton 1992).
 
In a related study, Daphnia and Ceriodaphnia, two species of freshwater invertebrates
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commonly used for toxicity testing, were exposed in small containers with 1 scrap of tire
and 10 mL of water. A single organism was exposed within each test vessel.
Ceriodaphnia were highly sensitive with 100% mortality occurring within 24 hrs.
Daphnia were not as sensitive, and showed different sensitivities to different brands of
tires. Two tire types had no discernable effect, two other brands caused 100% mortality
and an additional two brands produced 60 to 70% mortality after 48 hours. The results
were the same whether or not the tire pieces remained within the test vessels (Goudey
and Barton 1992).
 
A bioluminescent bacterium was exposed to the water from the rainbow trout or Daphnia 
tests because the bacteria could not be exposed directly to the tire scraps. Water from both
the trout and Daphnia tests suppressed the bioluminescence of the bacteria, indicating
toxicity. The suppression did not increase with the duration of exposure, suggesting the
toxicity was not caused by metals since exposure to metals usually will produced
increased suppression of bioluminescence over time. The different brands of tires
produced similar relative toxicity for the bacteria as they did for the Daphnia (Goudey
and Barton 1992).
 
********* end of excerpt *********
 
This terribly ill-conceived project that was pushed forward by the late billionaire, Donald
Fisher (founder of The Gap clothing chain), did not consider the possible or probable
environmental consequences of this project because the elderly Mr. Fisher knew how to run a
clothing company, not the environmental effects of a technology (fields using a rubber crumb
base) that was essentially almost brand new at the time he was pushing for the soccer fields in
San Francisco to be changed from natural grass and soil to plastic turf and crumb rubber. 
 
It so happened that Mr. Fisher was a political and financial supporter of Gavin Newsom, the
mayor of San Francisco at the time, who decided to use the City’s resources to help Mr.
Fisher in his objective in replacing natural grass and soil in all of the soccer fields with
plastic turf and crumb rubber. 
 
Then-Mayor Gavin Newsom’s Chief of Staff at the time, Phil Ginsburg, was appointed to
head the San Francisco Recreation and Park Department despite no experience with that
department or with any other organization related to parks. 
 
Mr. Ginsburg then pushed for this ill-conceived project probably due to the strong backing of
it by then-Mayor Gavin Newsom, the late Don Fisher, and the organization run by Mr.
Fisher’s three sons, the City Fields Foundation that was started at this time for the effort to
change the fields of the soccer fields in San Francisco from natural grass to plastic turf and
crumb rubber.
 
It is up to the CCC to correct a terrible, politically-based decision by a few people who were
or are in San Francisco government.  This correction is needed so that the environment of
Ocean Beach, including the organisms that reside there, will not be terribly damaged from
this unnecessary and not-well-thought-out plan.
 
Thank you,
 
William Crowley
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From: Janet Tedsen
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: May 9th, 2013 CCC Hearing - Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:06:44 PM

                                                                                                   May 9th, 2013 CCC
Hearing

Agenda Item 15 c. Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020

Janet Tedsen

Oppose Project and Support Staff Report

May 6, 2013                                                                                                                  
     

 Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair

California Coastal Commission

45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000

San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA

                      Staff has been copied on this letter

 Dear Ms. Shallenberger,

First of all, thank you for considering this project which I oppose. My belief is
that it is very important to protect the park from artificial turf and the lights
because it's an area where I've been able to walk and observe nature in a
natural setting including sight of rabbits, song birds, shore birds and hawks.
Migrating birds are amazing to see, and would definitely be disturbed. Those
are very important to residents like myself. I've also used Golden Gate Park
and Ocean Beach to play sports like frisbee and volleyball regularly dating back
to the 1980's. It's helped me to maintain good attitude and heart, as much as
possible. From this, happiness in both the short term and the long term for
both myself and others.

Sincerely,

Janet Tedsen

766 Kansas Street, Apt. 2

San Francisco, CA 94107

cc:       Kevin Kahn, Coastal Planner, North Central Coast District

           Kevin.Kahn@coastal.ca.gov   
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From: Stu Etzler
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Subject: soccer field
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:10:42 PM

Dear Kevin,  We do not need such an extravagant sports field. I grew up in the 
Sunset playing football, a lot of soccer, and some irish football at Beach Chalet. We 
all have very fond memories of this venue just the way it is. Focusing on the 
homeless in the park would be a much more rewarding endeavor.  Thank You, Stu 
Etzler. 
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From: Scott Miller
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: Scott Miller; Barbara Jeanne Conahan; SF Ocean Edge
Subject: Reject Artificial Turf and Stadium Lights at SF Beach Chalet
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:41:35 PM

May 6, 2013                                                                                                                             
 
Hon. Mary Shallenberger, Chair
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
 
Subject:          Beach Chalet Athletic Fields, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA
                      Staff has been copied on this letter
 
Dear Ms. Shallenberger,
 

I urge the members of the Commision to recommend a permeable landscaped ( grass) 
soccer field without floodlights in Golden Gate Park. Water and air needs to penetrate the 
soil to reduce storm sewer flooding, filter rainwater, and produce oxygen.  Natural lighting, 
versus floodlights, preserves the night sky for viewing the stars and planets  so that the 
immense nature of the universe can be pondered and appreciated.   It is documented that 
our youth are now increasingly alienated from nature (nature deficit disorder).  Survival  of 
our planet and future generations depends on appreciation, respect, and exposure to the 
natural world.  The impact of animal habitats in the west end of the park need to be valued 
in your  decision making as well.

Please consider all of the above criteria, there are other locations nearby that already have 
commercial and residential lighting and space.  Please view a light pollution map of the 
earth to understand the importance of preserving dark space in San Francisco.

Sincerely, 

Barbara Conahan

FYI:

My spouse and I met in GGP playing coed soccer in the 1970's!
I am a nurse practitioner and highly value  and  teach the importance of exercise, nutrition, 
and prevention of obesity/disease.
We have a child who grew up in SF and actively participated in organizes sports.
We value safe activity choices for youth, young acults and adults and seniors.
We are star gazers whenever possible in our foggy and brightly lit city.
We care deeply about people, nature, and the planet.

 
cc:       Kevin Kahn, Coastal Planner, North Central Coast District
           Kevin.Kahn@coastal.ca.gov 
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From: Katy Warner
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
Subject: Beach Chalet Soccer Field
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 7:30:48 PM

Dear Kevin Kahn,

I am a long time resident of the Sunset District in San Francisco. I own a home and live one block from
Ocean Beach.I enjoy walking at sunset and seeing stars at night over the ocean. I also appreciate the
natural look and feel of the western edge of San Francisco's ocean beach.
As a mother and grandmother I would like to share my love of nature and the oceanside with my
daughter and granddaughter.
Please stop the plan to use artificial turf and bright lighting at the Beach Chalet Soccer Field. Keep the
area's grass, trees and natural moon and starlight for the enjoyment of my generation of ocean beach
lovers and future generations.

Thank you,
Katy Warner
1646 46th Ave
SF, Ca. 94122
415 504-6957
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From: Mary Keitelman
To: Kahn, Kevin@Coastal
Cc: SFoceanedge.org stopBeachChalet
Subject: RE: Coastal Commission
Date: Monday, May 06, 2013 8:45:28 PM

resending as this bounced

From: mkeitelman@hotmail.com
To: kevin.kahn@coastal.ca.gov
CC: sfoceanedge@earthlink.net
Subject: Coastal Commission
Date: Sun, 5 May 2013 22:21:30 +0000

EMAIL TO COASTAL COMMISSION: Kevin.Kahn@coastal.ca.gov; 
COPY: sfoceanedge@earthlink.net

May 5, 2013

Dear Kevin Kahn, Coastal Commissioners, Coastal Commission Staff:

This is a letter in support of Coastal Commission Staff Report for Coastal Commission item
15c, Appeal No. A-2-SNF-12-020 (San Francisco Recreation and Park Department, San
Francisco Co.) scheduled for May 9, 2013. 

The proposed soccer fields, with over 9 acres of cement, plastic turf and night lighting
present an insupportable health hazard to children and a deadly cost to wildlife. It's no
surprise to learn that the proposal is inconsistent with the City's own master plan for Golden
Gate Park.

1. Chemicals and lead in plastic turf are deadly for children, and for all living things. It is
unacceptable to expose children to any of these chemicals. They are all unacceptable,
but lead in particular, stands out as something to which we must not expose young
people. 
Some details here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_poisoning#Effects_on_children

2. This project also effectively removes a little over 9 acres of habitat for residential and
migrating birds on the Pacific flyway by

Removing grass which supports insect and other wildlife
Adding lights at night which makes it impossible for birds to tolerate nesting
Adding cement which also does not support insect or other wildlife
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Wild birds need habitat to survive; they can not select another migration route or decide to
move if there's no food and rest along the way. If the habitat is gone, more of the migrating
and resident birds will simply fail to survive.

I urge you, support the Staff Report for item 15c, which is harmful to children and wildlife,
and contrary to the master plan for Golden Gate Park.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this vital issue.

Sincerely,

Mary Keitelman
7 Acacia Court
Pacifica, CA 94044
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